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up as to determine the general laws of distribution for comparison 
with those obtaining in the animal kingdom. After some con
sult,:tion with Sir J. D. Hooker, and other botanists, it was 
decided to make the Kew herbarium the basis of an enumeration 
of all the plants hitherto found in the countries lying between 
Panama and the territories of the United States. The principal 
reason that led to this decision was the fact that the vast collec
tions at Kew have recently been carefully studied for Messrs. 
Bentham and Hooker's "Genera Plantarum," and for various 
other publications, so that as far as generic types are _concerned, 
Kew herbarium is perfectly available and reliable for the object 
in view. To this will be added all the species published, but not 
represented at Kew by named specimens, and the novelties con
tained in the collections made by the French Scientific Commis
sion. The enumeration will be supplemented by references, 
localities, altitudes, and everything that will be useful in drawing 
up an essay on the distribution, &c., of the plants. Although it 
was impossible to undertake a critical examination of all the 
species, a considerable number of interesting and apparently new 
species will be described, and many of them figured, from 
drawings by Fitch, and coloured drawings clone on the spot by 
Mrs. Salvin. 

THE valuable collection made by the Brothers von Schlagint
weit during their extensive journeys through India and Thibet is 
now arranged for exhibition in the royal castle at Nuremberg. 
It forms one of the most extensive collections ever brought from 
the East, and possesses objects of rare value, especially for 
anthropology. Among these might be mentioned the plastic 
representations of Indian races, numbering 27 5 specimens, pre
pared from· casts taken from living individuals, and carefully 
arranged according to castes and races. A large variety of 
skulls from different regions in India will also prove of no small 
use to the growing number of students of cranial development. 

\VE notice the death at Paris of M. J. Fordos, a well-known 
French chemist, and vice-president of the Paris Chemical Society. 
His name is chiefly known in connection with researches on tbio, 
acids, and numerous · derivatives of sulphur, ligneous colouring 
matters, estimation of morphium, und several technical subject 0 , 

especially the manufacture of cyanides and ferro-cyanides. 

PROF. SUESS, the well-known Vienna geologist, is at present 
traversing Italy with a number of his students, engaged in a 
geological study of the peninsula. The journey includes Vesuvius 
and Etna. 

THE additions to the Zoological Society's Gardens during the 
past week include a Prairie Wolf ( Canis latrans) from the Rocky 
Mountains, North America, presented by Prof. M. C. Vincent, 
F.G.S., F.R.G.S.; a Common Jackal (Canis aureus) from 
India, presented by Mr. J. Smith; a Spotted Ichneumon (Her
pestes auropunctatus) from Nepal, presented by Mr. W. Pyne; a 
Bronze Fruit Pigeon (Carpophaga cenea) from India, presented 
by Mr. A. H. Jamrach; a White-eared Bulbul (Pycnon~tus 
leucotis) from North-West India, presented by Mr. W. Woolner; 
a Black Saki (Pithecia satanas) from the Lower Amazons, 
deposited. 

THE BRITISH ASSOCIATION 
REPORTS. 

Report of the C,•mmittee .for Commencing Secular Experiments 
on the Elasticity of T,Vires, by J. T. Bottomley.-The Committee 
have to report that the arrangements for suspending the wires 
for secular experiments on elasticity are now complete, and that 
within the last few days two wires, one of palladiuni and the 
other of platinum, have been suspended in their places. 

An iron tube has been erected in one of the rooms in the 
tower of the University Buildings in Glasgow. It is 60 feet 
Jona-, 9 inches wide, and 4½ inches deep from face to back. It 
is ;f rectangular section, in lengths of 6 feet, and it is sup· 

p.,rted by being firmly attached to the heavy outer stone wall of 
the tower. 

At the top of the tube there is a heavy gun-metal plate which 
is supported independently of the iron tube; and from this 
plate the wires nuder examination are to be suspended, as well 
as additional wires to be used for carrying additional comparison 
marks. With this arrangement no yielding of the supporting 
plate that may take place will introduce errors into the results of 
measurement of the lengths of the wires; for the point of support 
of the wire carrying comparison marks will experience the same 
amount of lowering, due to the yielding, as is experienced by 
the wire to be measured against these marks. The gnn·metal 
plate has been pierced with three rows of boles, through which 
the wires are to pass. The holes are trumpeted at each end, so 
as to avoid sharp contact with the wires ; and the rows are 
arranged so that the wires shall hang down in their planes 
parallel to the face ·of the tube. It has not yet been decided 
what is the best way of fixing the upper ends of the wires above 
the gun-metal plate, or of attaching the weights to their lower 
ends. No thoroughly satisfactory mode of attachment bas yet 
been found. In the course of experiments to be referred to 
immediately, which have been carried on at Glasgow on the 
breaking weight, and the Young's Modulus of Elasticity of the 
gold, platinum, and palladium wires, which, it is intended, 
shall be first suspended for examination, several modes cf sus
pension have been fried; but it has not been found possible to 
make sure of avoiding very considerable weakening of the wire 
at the points of at_tacbment at the ends. 

At the bottom of the iron tube there is a window of plate 
glass through which the lower parts of the wires can be viewed, 
and the window can be drawn up so as to allow of the lower 
parts of the wires being reached. 

In front of the window a strong gun-metal table is set up. 
It is supported independently of the iron tube and of the floor 
of the room, on iron brackets fixed to the stone wall of the 
chamber, and is very carefully levelled. On this table a catbe
tometer is carried, by means of which marks on the wires_are to 
be observed. The cathetometer moves on the table parallel to 
the planes of the rows_ of wires. It has the two back feet of 
the triangular sole plate on which it is supported movable in a 
V-groove cut in the table, the third foot resting on the plane 
upper surface. There is also a slot cut in the table through 
which a screw passes up from below to the sole plate of the 
cathetometer, and by means of this screw the catbetometer can 
be clamped in any required place. 

The cathetometer is a small instrument which bas been con
structed by Mr. James White of Glasgow for the purpose of 
these expariments. The main pillar is one foot high. It is 
supported on a sole plate having three levelling screws. The 
telescope or microscope, having cross-fibres, is raised or lowered 
on this pillar on a proper geometrical slide, and bas also a lifting 
screw in connection with a vernier for giving fine adjustment. 
The vertical pillar is carefully graduated; and by means of this 
scale the differences of levels of proper marks put upon the 
wires are to be determined. 

The arrangements have only been completed within the last 
few days. They require to be carefully tested in several points, 
and particularly the cathetometer requires careful examination. 
There is every reason, however, to expect that the work will 
turn out quite satisfactory. As soon as possible the work of 
testing will be completed and wires suspended, measured and 
marked. 

During the past year experiments in connection with this in
vestigation have been carried en in the laboratory of the Uni
versity of Glasgow on the breaking weights and elastic properties 
of various wires. In the first place the breaking weights and 
the Young's modulus, or modulus of elasticity for longitudinal 
puil, have been determined for the gold, platinum, and palladium 
wire with which it is proposed that the secular experiments on 
elasticity shall commence. A large number of experiments on 
the effect of stress, maintained for a considerable time, in alter
ing the breaking weight and the extension under increased stress 
of various wires, have been carried on. Soft iron wire, steel 
wire, and tin wire in particular, have been experimented upon, 
and already some interesting results have been obtained, showing 
that prolonged application of stress certainly produces a notice
able effect. 

Numbers showing the nature of the results already arrived at 
are apfended; but the whole subject still requires much careful 
examination. 
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.Rt/crt of 11:·t Coli!llittff co;:.ri'stin,rof JtU!ll'S .ft'. 1\ra}z'n·, J,:J\1 .s.' 
Sir IV. Tl1omj.,011, J;_N.S., T/,~ .h·oude, F.R.S., :J. 'l: Bottoml,y, 
r!?ld Osborne Reynolds, J,:R.S., S<"C,, a/p:iinted tc inz-est(:;ate tliaj/(rt 
ef J'rcpd!trs 011 the ,St,·o-i,ig of Ves.,ds.-The Cotnmiltee arc now 
of opinion tl.ial the work for wl.iich they were originally brought 
tcgetlier has been fully accomplished. The importance of the 
effect of the reversed screw on the action of the rudder has been 
fully established, as well as the nature of its effect complet<:Iy 
ascertained. Also, for two years, the Committee have urged the 
results of their work upon the attention of the Admiralty and 
the various marine boards, and although they regret that, as yet, 
they have failed to obtain that general rcco61'J1ition of the facts 
brought to light which their vital importance demand•, they 
consider that this will surely follow, and that as a Committee 
they can do no more than publish the reports of the trials and 
the conclusions to which they have been led. 

The following is a summary of the conclusions which have 
been established, and it is interesting to notice that lhc conclu
sions drawn by Prof. Reynolds from experiments on models, 
have Leen fully confirn!cd by the experiments on full-sized ships. 

Summary of the Results of the Trials of the J,,ffect of the Rcvtrscd 
Scrtw on t/1cSteen·11g during the Time a Vessel isstoppin,!{ Ilersdj. 

It appears, both from the experiments made by the Committee 
and from other evidence, that the ,!istance required l>y a screw 
steamer to bring herself to rest from full speed by lhe reversal 
of her "crew, is indepci1<lent or nearly so of the power of the 
cngiucs, but depen,ls on the size and build of the ship, and 
genernlly lies liel\1een four and six times the sl,ip's lcni:th. It is 
to_h~ borne in onind th~t it is to the behaviour of the rhip ,luring
tlus rnterval that the following remarks apply:-

The main point the Cunnnittee lir,ve had in ,·icw h~s Leen Li 
asccrtaij, ho,v far t11c rever.-.ing of the screw, in order to :-.tr_;;) ;,_ 
ship, did or did not interfere ,,.ith the action of the ru,!<lcr duri:;;:; 
t~1c interval of ~.;topping, and it is rys rcgarcls this point th:-: t tl:e 
uw,l important light h:,s been thro11n on the C]UCsticn of!i:ulf:ii:ir: 
ships. It is fou01d r,n ii:vari,,i,k rule thr,t, during the i1:t,'•.·v:d h 
w'.1ich ct ship is stc,pping hcr~clf by the reversal of her screw, the 
rud,!er produce, noi:e of its u•:ua! effects to turn the shp, Lnt 
that, m,der these c:rcum, tances, the effect of the ru,,,ler, s1,d1 n,; 
it i,, i.s to turn the ship in the opposite direction frns·,1 that in 
which :-he ,vould turn if the scrc,v were guin[.; ~the,!d. The 
rnagnit:lllc of this re,·crsc effect cf the ru<lder is ::l\\'nys feeble, 
nnd is different for ,liffcre11t ships, ancl eycn for the rnii:c ship 
u11Ucr different co1HEtio:u of loading. 

Jt aLo apper:.rs fr0il1 !lie triab, that, owing to t!:e feeble iil
tlue1:cc of the rwl<ler oyer lite ship <luring tile int,,rv:d in w!,icl, 
sl.ic i~ stopFing, ~he is tl:cn n.t the n1ercy of any <Jther inflacnccs 
th:--tl :11:1y act upon hei-. Thus the wiad, whh.:h :-:lwrrys exert, [l1: 

influence to turn the ,,tem (or forw~nl en,l) of the ship into tl:e 
wind, !mt which influence is urnally well under contr,J! of the 
rudder, 1nay, wlien tlie s-crew is reversed, become paramount, 
:ttl<i came the ship to turn in a direction the very oppcsitc _of tl:~t 
which is cksired. .Also, the rcYersc<l ~crew will cxerd~c an in
fluenr;e, which increa,es as the ship's 1rny is diminished, to turn 
the ship to starboa:·d or p,irt, according as it is ri'.~ht or left
handed; this being l arlicularly the case when the ,hips arc ia 
li~ht draught, 

These several iuflL:cnce,, the rcver,ed effect of the rudder, the 
effect of the win,!, and the action of the screw, will ,Ieterruine 
the course the ship lakes during the interval of slopping-. They 
may balance, in II hich case the ship will go straight on: or any 
one of the three may preclominatc, ancl determine the comsc of 
the ship. 

The utmost effect c,f thec:e influences when tl1cy all act in con
j,:nction, as when the screw is right-handed, the helm star
boarded, and the 1vind on the starboard side is small as 
compared with the influence of the rudder as it acts when the 
ship is steaming ahead. In no instance has a ship tried by the 
Committee been able lo turn with the screw reversed on a circle 
of less than double the r:o.dius of that on which she would turn 
when steaming abcad. So that even if those in charge could 
govern the direction in which the ship will turn while stopping 
she turns but slowly, whereas, in point of fact, those in charge 
have little or no control over this direction, and unless they arc 
exceptionally well acquainted with their ship they will 1,e unable 
even to predict the direction. 

Jt is easy to see, therefore, that if on approachiag danger the 
screw he rcver,ed, all iclea of turning the ~hip out of the way of 
the danger must be abandonc<'l. She may turn a little, and these 

in chr.rgc may l-n0w in II hich direction she II ill turn, or may 
even, by ming the rudder in ,rn inver,e manner, be able to in
fluence this di~·ection, but the amcunt of turning must be s,nall, 
arnl the direct10n very uncertain. The <1uc,tio11, therefore, '" to 
the advisability of reversing the screw is simply a C]Uestion ;i,s to 
whe!hcr the d~nger may be better avoided by stopping or by 
tunnng. A ship cannot do both ll'ith any certainty. 

\Vhich of these two cour,es it is better to follow must depend 
on the particular circumstances of each particular case, but the 
following considerations would appear to show that when the 
helm is under sufficient command there can seldom 1,c any ,loubt. 

A screw steamship when at full spted requires· five lengths, 
more or less, in which to stop heEelf; whereas, by using her 
rudder and steaming on at full speed ahead, she should be able 
to turn herself through a quadrant without having advanced five 
lengths in her original directi,)n. That is to say, a ship can 
turn a circle of not greater radius than four lengths, more or 
less (see IIankow, Valetta, Barge),' so that, even if running at 
full speed directly on to a straight coast, she shoulcl be able to 
save herself by steaming on ahead and using her rudder after 
she is too near to save herself by stopping; and any ol1li<juity in 
the direction of approach or any limit to the breadth of tlre 
object ahead is all to the advantage of turning, but not at all to 
the advantage of stopping. 

There is one consideration, however, with regard to the ,pres
tion of stopping or turning which nrnst, acccrdiilg to the prc~enl 
cu~tom, often have weight, ri:th.:ntgh there can be Lnf. one opinion 
a., to the viciousness of this custom, This cooi,i,:cration is tl:e 
utter inability of the officers in charge to maLc any rnpi<l use of 
their rudder so long as their engines ~re kep~ en al~cn.<l. 1 t i~ 
no unconunon thhf.~ for the laq-;e•:t ::hip:; to be :-teerecl by n:; fc,v 
as two rnen; and the mere fact of \h:: wheel l,c;:i,; rn arr:u1gecl 
tLal two 1nen haYc command of the rn\:der rc11ders so 111:::tny 
turns of the ll'heel nece,sary to bring the i..-c-.!der o,·er that, even 
where re:vly help is at l:and, it takes a b:1i time to turn tl.te 
wheel ro::nd ~.nd round !-;O a:, l1) r,ut :.1 br?;e .. -:.~~~~le c,:1 the n~ddet. 

The re;:,ult is, tLJ.t it b often 01iC er two !.i",i;i~l~cs rrf:cr the 
nnkr is heard before thc!:C is :l.ll\' L1.rvc J.il',1C C!l t::e ruddt:;·, ::'end 
of cot~rsc, under the~e circurn;tanc~:;, it_.., i:-; ab.-:unl to tnik of 
IILtking use of the turning qndities of a ship i!1 C:-'..~c of e:1~cr~ 
f,ency. The power av:•.ilable lo tu:·n the rnddcr shcculd be pro
porti,rnnl tu the tomrnge of the ve-.,:d, and there i': no mcclo.cn:cal 
reason ll'hy the rudder of the !org-e',l H,s,:d s!w:t!d tl•:'. he 
brought hanl over in less than fifteen secc,nc1s fr,,m the time 
the order is giYc11. Bad tho:.:~ in cha.rg-c cf :;te,:.D..1.~hips cfiicient 
control oycr their rudder:-:, it is pro1iable that 1r1uci1 Je:~s woul(l Le 
he::rd of the rcycr~i11g of lhc en~.)nes in cr.scs cf iff1:·~1ine~1t <la!1gcr. 

Ref<crt of th,: Committee on th1 bc"I! 3l,,!>?S cf Dtr:t!t>jilll{ 
I.is ht fiwn Cua! Cas. Rc2.d hy Mr. T. Wilb.-This fr~t p::rt of 
the report was by Dr. \Vdbee, P,nd refcrrc,l to cc•.!.Otel gas, the 
standard quality uf which was a,.sumcd to be t wcnty-,,ix c:tnclks. 
Th:ct \las the ,1uality dclivere,1 by most of tlic Sc-,,ti,h gas cum
l;anics, while in Loudon the illmninating pC\YCf was : ix teen 
candks; in Liverpool, Manchester, and Carlisle, l wcnty call<iles; 
and in most of the other cities in England an,! .lreland nbout 
fourteen candles. The report was largely cccupit,l by a tabu
lated series of results obtained with different kinds cf burners, 
such as the rat-tail, onion or !isli-!ail, hatwing, and argand, and 
also the influence of globes r,f different sizes, shapes, and 
materials. The report was strongly in favour of cannel rather 
than common gas, on account of its comparatively small in
fluence on the atmosphen, of apartments a!,d the smaller pro
portion of sulphur it containc<l. The report also advocated the 
burning of gas at a comparaliYely l0\1· pressure, and the use of 
district governors to C<[ttalisc the pressure in different levels of 
towns, and of regulators in house;; and street lamps, to give the 
exact pressure calcu!ate,I to give the best photometric results. 

Fourtemth Re/or! of the Committee for Exploring Kmt's 
Cmern, Dmonshir<'. (Abstract.) 

The Torturns Galle1)',-\Vhcn their thirteenth report was 
drawn, at the end of July, 1877, the Committee had complc!ed 
the exploration of the "Tortuous Gallery," with the exception 
of the portions of it termed the" Terminal Chamber" and the 
"Recess." On entering the Chamber its floor was found to be 
a complete pavement of blocks of limestor:e, d,e _removal <;f 
which disclosed an almost horizontal bed of the typical brecc,a 
-the most ancient deposit yet found in the ca.-ern.. It was ex
cavated to the customary depth of four feet, but without reach-

1 ll.A. Reports, 1876-77. 
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ing its base anywhere. The Chamber measured thirty feet from 
north to south, from seven to thirteen feet from east to west, 
and about the same in height. The only objects met with were 
four pieces of bone and a large lump of oxide of manganese. 
The Recess yielded twelve teeth of bear and several pieces of 
bone. 

The Ondervault.-On the completion of the "Tortuous 
Gallery" the exploration of an adjacent branch of the cavern, 
called the " U ndervault," was begnn. The deposit found in it 
mnst be regarded as an uncertain admixture of breccia and the 
less ancient cave-earth, washed confusedly together. In it were 
found forty-seven teeth of bear, thirty-three of hyrena, two of 
fox, numerous bones and fragments of bone, one chert flake, 
and the greater portion of a large quartzite pebble. Many of 
the· teeth of both bear and hyrena were in jaws and portions of 
jaws, and some of them were ri=markably fine specimens. 

The Great Oven.-That branch of the cavern termed the 
"Great Oven" was partly explored in 187 5, but its "Eastern 
Reach" was then left intact. This reach occupied the Com
mittee from December rS, 1877, to February 15, 1878. It was 
thirty-four feet long, and varied in width from ten to three feet. 
The deposits were, in descending order, (I) granular stalagmite, 
a few inches thick only; (2) cave-earth, also but a few inches 
thick; (3) crystalline stalagmite, from two to three feet thick; 
and (4) ·breccia, the base of which was nowhere reached. The 
following specimens were exhumed :-Twenty teeth of bear, 
ei6ht. of hyreua, and three , of fox, in the cave-earth; one tooth 
of bear, in the crystalline stalagmite; and fifteen teeth of bear 
in the breccia. The relics of hyrena were accompanied by a 
few coprolites. 

The High Cha,nber.-A branch of the cavern, the most remote 
from the external entrances, has been called the "High 
Chamber" on account of its smldenly rising several feet above 
the level of the "Cave of Inscriptions," out of which it opens. 
Its exploration was commenced in February, 1878, and is still in 
progress. Up to the end of July it had yielded fifty-three 
"finds," including eighty-nine teeth of bear, numerous bones 
and pieces of bone, a chert implement, two chert. flakes, and a 
quartzite pebble, all found in the breccia. There are reasons for 
believing that this chamber will lead to an entrance of the 
cavern hitherto unknown. 

The president propm;ed a vote of thanks to Mr. Pengelly. 
With regard to the quartzite pebble found in the high chamber 
it appeared to be a block from which a fragment had been 
separated for some useful purp'lSes. The flint implelllents ":re 
altered, and coated with a white soft substance, some of its 
orio-inal substance having been removed by water. 

Prof. Boyd Dawkins said the exploration was a great fe":t of 
engineering. He objected to the term quaternary as some t'.mes 
applied to these deposits. T~e tertiary, quate~nary, ~nd ple_1sto
cene periods are so closely twmed that sep~rat10n 1s _impossible. 
He acc :iunted for the arrangement of the ammal remams by alter
nations of climate. In some cave., they found generally Arctic 
animals like the reindeer and glutton associated with animals 
that were now only found in warm climates, and the probable 
cause was that there was a great stretch of land over the greater 
part of the Mecliterranea~ ~rea, from the north of A!ri~a over 
the retrion of Europe, until 1t finally reached Great Bntam, and 
even Irdand, This would afford a means of migration to 
animals northward and southward, according to the season. 
This was also shown by the Pyrenees, and so on through Germany, 
until they arrived at this country. In the Derbyshire caves, 
Cresswell Cave, for instance, there was a sequence of events 
very much the same as in this cave. He was now of opinion that 
the Mruhairodus was a late cave animal, being found in upper 
cave earth of Cresswell Cave, as well as in Kent's Hole. 

Mr. Pengelly was glad to hear Prof. Boyd Dawkins' recanta
.tion as to Machairodus, 

Mr. Plunket read a Report of the Committee (secretary, Prof. 
A. Macalister, M.D.) on the Fermanagh Caves, and exhibited a 
number of animal remains, &c., collected in them. 

Prof. Leith Adams said they could not come to any conclusion 
yet f\S to tl1e animal remains, for they had ncit been examined. 
}'rom what they knew of the extinct animals of these islands, 
they must come to the conclusion that there was a laud connec-
tion between England an~ Ireland. . 

Prvf. Boyd Dawkins said he had looked at the bones, and he 
found the remains of a domestic l1og-, shorthorn ox, goat, and 
reel deer-animals which had been used for food-and the bone 

of a large dog, probably the large deerhound of the sixteenth 
and seventeenth centuries. 

The fourth .R,port of the Underground Water Committee was 
read by Mr. C. E. De Rance, F.G.S., Assoc. Inst. C.E.-The 
value of the Government geological maps as a basis for inves
tigation in questions of water-supply was acknowledged; and 
the areas occupied by permeable formations capable of yielding 
water in wells sunk in snitable situations was stated to be no 
less than 26,687 square miles. This, receiving a rainfall aver
aging thirty inches a year, would yield up to wells not less than 
six to fifteen ,foches per annum, or a daily quantity of -nJt 
less than 240,000 gallons for each square mile of surface, 
a total quantity far in excess of that required by the popu
lation of England or Wales, The great value of the suppiies 
for the towns and ·districts of the Midland Counties was in.•isted 
on because of their pnrity, and from the unlikelihood of sud, 
prospects of water-supply from such sources being stopped by 
the strong parliamentary opposition which is brought to bear 
against all large gravitation schemes, whether the water be pro
posed to be· taken from natural lakes, as the Thirlmere for Man
chester, or from natural reservoirs as was proposed in the case 
of Liverpool. 

The well borings at Bootle, near Liverpool, of 26 inches 
diameter just completed for the Liverpool Corporation by 
Messrs. Mather and Platt, were described as of great interest, 
the boring having reached a depth of r,ooo feet without reaching 
the base of the new red sandstone. 

The Committee expresses a hope that the boring will be con
tinued, as it may settle several questions not merely of local 
interest but of na!ional importance : the water-bearing capa
bilities of the lower beds of the new red sandstone at great 
depths, the character of the coal-measures which undoubtedly 
underlie Liverpool, and the depth to them. 

Amongst a large number of wells and borings alluded to in 
the Report was one at Burford, near \'v'itney, in Oxfordshire, 
where the coal-measures with a coal-seam were found under the 
ooliths and triassic strata. Then water was also described as 
being present in the new boring of the Metropolitan Board of 
vVorks at Crossness, 

Report on the Proposed ICmtish Explorativn, by R. A. C. 
Godwin-Austen, F.R.S.-During the past year nothing has been 
done to warrant an application for any pori-ion of the grant at 
the di sposal of the Kentish boring exploration, but results have 
been arrived at by private enterprises which indicate the infor
mation sought for-whether the palreozoic rocks underlie the 
chalk formation of the south-east of England as in Belgium and 
the south of France. 

The finding of characteristic upper ,Devonian fossils in the 
boring at the corner of Tottenham Court Road and Oxford 
Strtet, seems to prove the supposition of the Coal Commission 
of 1871, that the line of the Thames Valley is that of the course 
of the nalreozoic rocks. 

One' point remains. In what clirecti,-,n from the end of 
Tottenham Court Road may the mountain limestone and the 
coal measures be looked for? That their existence may be 
certainly inferred is shown by our acquaintance with the physical 
and geological history of the European area at those early times. 

The so-called "Devonian" is but an early stage of the 
"mountai11 limestone series," consisting of (I) lower carboni
ferous or Devonian; (2) carboniferous limestone proper; (3) 
coal measures. 

The Devonian beds, dipping at a high angle, is important ; 
had they been lying flat, it might be inferred that the upper 
series were denuded, but there is every prospect that these beds 
may be found underlying the Devonian at some distance from 
the present bore-hole. 

The Tottenham Court Road boring suggests that the Franco
Belgian palreozoic band with which their coal is a,sociated, is 
continued under London, and within the very narrow limits here 
assigned (between Oxford Street and the Thames). Considering 
the vast importance of the discovery of productive coal-measures 
from the south-east of England westwards, the time has come 
when the results so nearly arrived at at Tottenham Comt Road 
should be completed. Half the money spent on ~he Weal~en 
borino- at Netherfield would have settled the theoretical quest10n, 
and e~en if they were of the same quality as the Bculonnais coal, 
the objections against the quality of that coal i)ave•been fully 
answered. 

Major-Gen. Lane Fox, F.R.S., read the Repo1-t efthe Earlh· 

T 2 
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works Committee: being an Account oj Excai·ations in Cmsar's 
Camp, Folkestone, and also a paper on Excavations at 1/Iount 
Caburn, Lewes, Sussex.-On Mount Cabnrn a large number of 
pits were dng. They were found to contain iron implements 
and arms entirely of a late Celtic type, and pottery of three 
descriptions. The fact of these being of a late Celtic type was 
proved by the getting of the specimens after a considerable 
amount of digging, and the finding of British tin coins, which· 
were extremely rare, and which were known to be of a late 
Celtic type. Then excavations were made through the rampart 
in order to ascertain by means of relics found on the old surface· 
land what was the date of the first Roman camp. In the upper 
rampart a quantity of British pottery was found, showing the 
probability that it was erected at an early time. In the outer 
rampart pottery of a superior quality was found, by which means• 
\t appeared likely that the camp was first erected during the 
early British period, and was occupied up to the late Celtic 
period. Subsequently the adjoining camp of Ranscombe was 
cut through, and Samian pottery was found in. the interior, 
showing that it had been occupied by the Romans ; but in the 
body of the work nothing but British pottery was found, which 
proves that, though occupied by the Romans, it was not con• 
structed by them. The Ranscombe Camp may, therefore, have 
been utilised by the Romans, as suggested by Horsfield a 
long time ago, during an attack upon Mount Caburn. As to 
Ca:sar's Camp, it was ascertained that the whole of the relics 
found in the body of the several ramparts were of the Nor
man period, nothing Roman or earlier having been found 
anywhere. 

Report of Committee, consisting ef Prof. Harkness and 11-fr. 
William Jolly, on the Fossils ef ti,e North· West HigMands of Scot· 
land, by Mr. W. Jolly, H.M.I.S., Secretary.-Since the last report 
one of the most active members of the Committee, the late Dr. 
James Bryce, has perished in the prosecution of his favourite 
science. For several years the Committee have explored the 
great limestone band running from Durness and Loch Eribol to 
Loch Kishorn, opposite Skye. The fossils discovered were 
obtained almost entirely from the Durness limestone, fourteen 
miles east of Cape Wrath, the only other place where they have 
been obtained in the limestone being at Inchnadamph, or Loch 
Assynt, in the west of Sutherland. The considerable collection of 
fossils made was placed in Dr. Bryce's care, bnt, on his unex
pected decease, his collection was found to be more or less 
scattered and unmarked, and the Committee have as yet been 
unable to discover the Durness fossils, although careful search 
and inquiries have been made; they hope to be able to report 
their discovery to the next meeting. 

Through the good offices of several friends, and particularly 
the Rev. W. C. Grant, a considerable collection has been made 
from Garveilan, near Cape ·wrath, while in the quartzites 
of Lough Eribol numerous worm or annelid borings have been 
obtained, and Mr. Mackay has this year discovered hitherto 
undescribed fossil remains in the same quartzite. It is proposed 
to have these carefully examined, and to endeavour to ascertain 
their bearing on the general problem of the place and succession 
of rocks of the North·West Highlands. 

The Committee consider it desirable they should be re
appointed, with a grnnt at their disposal to prosecute their 
search for fossils, and also to examine and report on those 
already obtained. 

SECTION A.-MATHEMATICAL AND PHYSICAL. 

A Mw Determination of the Number of Electrostatic Um.ts in 
t!,e Electromagnetic Unit. (Telegram and letter to Sir vYilliam 
Thomson from Prof. W. E. Ayrton.) 

The Red Sea, August 3, 187'8 
From Singapore I sent you the following telegram on July IJ. 
"Kindly_ inform British Association that air-condenser mea

sured magnetically and statically gives mean value ratio of there 
units (29·80) twenty·nine point eight nought ohms. · Foucault's 
vefocity light.'' ' 

In the autumn of this year I propose commnnicatino- a full 
account of this investigation to the Physical Socrety "or the 
Society of Telegraph Engineers, or 'Otherwise as you may ad
vise; but I thought that as the British Association Committee 
had for so long busied itseif with the determination of electrical 

units yon might deem the resnlt of this investigation of Mr. 
Perry and myself worthy of a preliminary notice at the meeting 
of this Association to be held this year at Dublin. Not beinO' 
sure that I should arrive in Europe in time to reach Dublin at 
the com_mencement of the meeting, although I hope to be ·pre-
sent durmg the last three or four clays, I took the liberty of send
ing you the telegram quoted above. 

The result we have obtained for "z, " is the more interes.tino
inasmuch as without any bias being given to any one of our expe"'. 
riments, the mean value is identically the rnme as that obtained 
by M. Foucault for the velocity of light, whereas all previous 
determinations of the number of electrostatic units in an electro-
magnetic unit have led to results differing considerably from 
Foucault's velocity. 

It appeared to Mr. Perry and myself that the method best 
suited for the accurate determination of v consisted in measur
ing the capacity of an air-condenser (1), electromagnetically 
by the swing of the needle of a ballistic galvanomtter; and (2') 
electrostatically by a measurement of the linear dimen,ions of 
the condenser, since the equation connecting these capacities 

s = v•s 
s being the absolute electrostatic capacity, 
S ,, electromagnetic ,, 

leads to an equation involving only the square root of a 
resistance. 

Two difficulties of course presented themselves in this inves
tigation, difficulties that it took us many months to overcome, 
labouring as we were under the disadvantao-e of experimentin, 
in a country like Japan. They were- " 

(1)_ To obtain a large air·condemer of which the plates had 
sufficiently true surfaces that the electrostatic capacity could be 
accurately measured; at any rate when the plates were not 
nearer than half a centimetre to one another. 

(2) To obtain a galvanometric arrangement of sufficient serid· 
bility to measure the small capacity of such an air condenser 
and sufficiently ballistic that the air damping should be almost 
inappreciable. 

A full description of the condenser we employed (and which 
had a guard ring, and all the different arrangements we could 
think of for o~tainii:g ~ccurate r~sults) will accompany the 
account of the .mvest1gat10n to which I have referred. It is 
sufficient here to mention that the errors arising from the sur
faces of the conden-er plates not being true planes were prac
tically eliminated by capacity experiments bein.,. made with 
successive adjustments of the condenser plates, a clifferent set of 
points in the upper plate being each time brought to the fixed 
distance from the lower plate. 

The arrangement of a ballistic galvanometer to fulfil the two 
conditions mentioned in (2) was very troublesome. I made 
several astatic needles none of which satisfied us and we were 
beginning to fear my departme from Japan wc,'uJd necessitate 
the abandoning of the investigation. At last, however, an 
astatic combination containing forty small ma.,.nets (and of 
which a description will accompany the paper), give satisfactory 
results, and I obtained three excellent sets of observations on 
June 18, June 23, and June 25, when my departure put an encl 
to further investigation. The mean values obtained for "v" 
on each of these three days were-

29·74 ohms, June 18 
29·95 23 

,, 

Final mean 29 ·So 

It will be observed that the greatest difference between any 
one of the three daily means and the final mean, is only about 
half per_cent. The final mean 298·0 million metres per second 
{and wluch represents the mean of ninety-eight dfrcharges of the 
air-condenser) may, I think, be regarded as correct to, at any 
rate one per cent, and is exactly equal to M. Foucault's velocity 
of light. 

In the astatic combinations I employed prior to June 18 I 
used eight needles, and weio-hted the lower set of needles with 
pieces of brass, so as to giv; it a barrel shape, but the results 
were unsatisfactory, as there was either not sufficient delicacy or 
else too mnch damping. Consequently aU the numbers obtained 
prior to June 18 have been abando.ned. On June 18 were 
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made the first set of experiments with the forty-magnet 
astatic combination, the idea of this arrangement being to 
make an approximately spherical mass of _ little magnets all 
slio-htly separated from one another, and all ,previously mag
netised to saturation. As it would have been too difficult 
to make this entire sphere all of magnets 1 ·firiished it oft 
with segments cut from a little woo<len sphere. But the half 
Napierian logarithmic decrement was 0·12095, and we thought 
this too high. Consequently, in the interval from June ·18 to 
June 23, I took this astatic combination down, and replaced the 
segments of the wooden sphere by segments of a small leaden 
hemispherical shell. This diminished the half N apierian lo
garithmic decrement to 0·07825, and with a periodic time of 
39 · 5 seconds I obtained most consistent results. But on the 
other hand the close agreement of the resnlts obtained on June 
18 and on June 25 leads one to conclude that the wooden seg
ments were quite satisfactory, and that replacing them with the 
leaden shell was unnecessary. 

The table at the end of this letter gives the value of 
the most important constants employed. The battery con
iis ted of 382 perfectly new Daniell's cells in series, and the 
galvanometer had a resistance of 20,000 ohms. All resistances 
were compared with a new German silver wire box recently 
received from Messrs. Elliott, London. 

The values obtained for v are (as far as I am aware) up to the 
present time as follows :-

MM. Weber and Kohlrausch 
Sir W. Thomson ... 
Prof. Clerk Maxwell 
Profossors Ayrton and Perry 
Velocity of light, M. Foucault 

31·074 ohms. 
28·2 
28 ·8 
29·80 
29·8 

During the last twelve months we have been hard at work 
with the determination of the electromotive force of contact 
of metals and liquids, using a new apparatus. Some of 
the results are, we venture to think, most interesting-for instance, 
the electromotive force of contact of bot and cold mercury, no 
olh~r conductors being· in contact with either mercury; the electro
motive force of contact of a cold metal and hot mercury, no 
third conductor being in contact with either, &c. The deter
mination of the electromotive force of contact of the pairs of 
constituents of Mr. Latimer Clark's constant mercurous sulphate 
cell was most laborious, and occupied me weeks, in consequence 
of the d ifference of potential that exists between the body of the 
mercnro\tS sulphate paste, and the layer of water that floats on the 
surface. However, a forlorn hope kept me hard at it, and I am 
glad to say at last I was successful in getti1~g good resul_ts. We 
have gnne over all the old ground that furm shed the basis of our 
former paper, a, well as much new ground. 

Determination of the Number of Electrostatic Units in an Eltdro· 
magnetic one. 

!late. Remarks. 

. ( Ninety-eight 
2 9 74 ) di.icharo-es of 
:9:9; \ the air:"con-

9 7 denser. 

The distance between the upper condenser plate and ·the guard ring was 
s1ightly increas~d. by diminishing the size of. the plate to avoid the possibility 
of loss of e lectnc1ty. 

June 18.-The lower set of needles was weighted with segments cut from 
a small wooden sphere. 

June 23 and after.-The lower set of needles was weighted with segments 
cut from a small leaden spherical shell. 

Number of magnets in astatic combination -10, 
Number of new Daniell's cells in serie~ 382. 

General Results of some Recent Experiments upon the Coefficient 
of Friction betwren Surfaces moving at H,:~h Velocities, by Douglas 
Galton C.B., D.C.L., F.R.S., &c.-The author of this paper 
has be~n recently engaged in making some experiments upon 
the coefficient of friction when the surfaces in contact move at 
high velocities, in connection with the action of brakes in me on 

railways; and the results which have been arrived at appear to 
present some interesting features in respect of the laws v:hich 
govern the coefficient of friction. 

The experiments were made to ascertain the friction between 
the brake blocks and the wheels of a railway carriage. 

The levers which move the brake blocks were fitted with 
dynamometers to show first the pressure which was applied to 
force the blocks against the wheel, and secondly, the force or 
tangential strain exerted between the wheel and the block when 
the latter is pressed against the wheel. The dynamometers used 
were adaptations of Richards's indicators which act by water 
pressure which transfers the pressure to cylinders fitted with 
pistons to which a pencil is attached, so as to register the! pres
sure over a travelling sheet of paper, as is used with steam indi· 
cator . diagrams. A dynamometer on a similar principle was 
attached to the draw bar so as to register the force exerted 
during the -experiment in drawing the carriage. _ 

The speed was also recorded .,on diagrams by "means of the 
vVestinghouse speed indicator, which also acts by water pressur_e 
and depends for its action on the speed of revolution of the 
axles. 

The carriage or van fitted with the apparatus had two pairs of 
wheels ; one pair of wheels was fitted with brakes whilst the 
other pair was free. A speed indicator was attached to each 
pair of wheels, so that the speed of the carriage could be ascer· 
tainecl at any time independently of the speecl of the braked 
wheels. 

To check the Westing-house speed indicator two of Strondley•? 
speed indicators were also attached to the van, but these do not 
register automatically. The distribution of the weight of the 
van between the two pairs of wheels was obtained, as well as the 
weight of the wheels and axles themselves ; and in order to 
ascertain the weight thrown on the braked whe~ls during the 
progress of the experiment, a dynamometer fitted to the springs 
of the van showed the weight at every moment carried on the 
unbraked wheels, from which information it was easy to deduce 
the weight on the braked wheels. 

The apparatus was designed by Mr. Westinghouse, and con· 
strncted under his supervision by the Brighton Railway Com· 
pany, through whose assistance these experiments were carri.ed 
into effect. 

The effect of applying the bral<e to the wheels is twofold. 
So long as the wheels to which brakes are applied continue to 
revolve at the rate of rotation dne to the forward movement of 
the train, the effect of the blocks is to create retardation by 
the friction between the block and the wheel ; but when 
the pressure applied to the blocks causes the friction to 
exceed the adhesion between the wheels and rail, the rotation 
of the wheels is arrested, and the wheel becomes fixed and 
slides on the rail, being held in its fixed position by the brake 
blocks. 

Therefore the experiments give the coefficient of friction-I, 
between the brake blocks and the wheel, which is equal to 

the tangential force . 
the pressure applied' 

2, between the wheel and the rail, which is the 

friction of the brake blocks 
weight upon the wheels 

It has been generally stated that there is no difference in the 
coefficient of friction observed in the ca~e of bodies at rest i.e. 
in a condition of static friction, and the coefficient of fricti01~ 

in the case of moving bodies, i.e., in a condition of kinetic 
friction; but Mr. Fleeming Jenkin, in his paper read before the 
Royal Society in April, 1877, upon the friction between surfaces 
moving at very low speeds, alludes to the fact that in all cases 
where a difference in the coefficient of friction is observed 
between static and kinetic friction, the static friction exceeds 
the kinetic. 

Coulomb also points out, in his experiments that in the case of 
static friction, the coefficient of friction increased with the time 
during which the bodies had been at rest. 

The experiments of Coulomb, Rennie, Morin, and Jenkin, 
were made with bodies moving- at comparatively low velocities. 

The following table shows the mean rernlts obtained from a 
large number of the experiments made with the apparatus abo"ve , 
described, upon the action between the cast-iron brake blocks · 
and the wheels fitted with steel tyres :-
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Average. 
Coeffic:ent of fricti on betwe'en cast
iron brake blocks and sted tyres of 

wheels. 

-- - -----r ----· 

Miles per 
hour. 

Feet per 
second. 

At commence- At from At I 21 At 24 
,pent of expe· 5 to 7 to 16 to 25 

nment, e.g., to seconds. seconds. seconds. 
3 seconds. I ________ ; ___ _ 

60 ss 
50 73 
45 65 
40 58 
30 43 
20 29 
'IO l4 

Under 5 7 
t IFleeming Jenkin-

S tee! on steel I ·oooz 
dry ......... · j to ·0086 

.-g Morin-
Iron on iron ....... ·-· .. , 

!!Rl;~;essure of. I ·6 cwt. 
..o per square mch. 

'Yrought iron on cast 

S
1;e0el ~;; -~;~t· i~~;; ·.·.·. ·.·. ·. 

·062 
·roo 
·125 
•134 
·184 
·205_ 
·320 
·360 

·3s1 mean 
·365 .max. 

·44 

·275 
·300 

·054 
·070 

·100 
·11 I 

·r75 
·209 

·043 

·070 

A limited number of experiments were made with wrought 
ron blocks upon the steel tyres, a mean of which gave the fol. 
owing result :-
-·-·---- --- ----- - ------- ------- --

Average. 

I\-'l lles per 
h--uc. 

48 
31 
18 

Feet per 
secorid. 

-
-
-

' 

I 
I 

I 

· Coefficient of friction between wrought iron 
blocks 011 wheels. 

- - - - - - ----.---- - .,----
At com

mencement 
of experi
ment, to 

3 seconds. 

".I IO 

·129 
·170 

At from 
s t o 7 

sec.Jnds. 

At n to 16 At 24 to 25 
seconds. seconds. 

----1- --- - ,----

- - I -
·11. ·o99, 

' 
-

- - i -

The following table shows the result obtained by the sliding 
of the wheel on the rail-that is, a steel tyre on steel rails :-

Average. 

Miles per 
huur. 

--- --"- -·-

50 
45 
31l 
25 
15 
IO 

I 
i 

Feet per 
second. 

-
-
-
-
-
-

Coefficlent of friction between wheel on rail
steel on s teel. 

At com-
mencement At fro:n 
uf experi- 5 to 7 
ment, to sec c., nds. 

At , 2 to 16 At 24 to 25 
seconds. secvnds. 

3 seconds. 

·04 - - -
·051 - - -
·o57 ·o44 ·o44 -
·ot,o ·o74 -· -
·087 - - -
·uo - - -

The general results of these tables show that the coefficient of 
friction between moving surfaces varies inversely in a ratio de· 
pendent upon the velocity at which the surfaces are moving past 
each other; probably the expression would be of the form of 

a 
r+v· 

The coefficient of friction, moreover, at these velocities be
comes smaller also after the bodies have been in contact for a 
short time. That is to say, the longer the time the surfaces are 
in contact, the smaller apparently does the coefficient of friction 
become. This result appears more marked in the case of cast· 

iron blocks than of the wheel sliding on the rail. This effect, 
however, does not appear to be unnatural, as the friction de
velopes heat, and the consequent expansion tends to close up 
the pores and to make the heated surface a more united surface 
than the colder surface; besides which it is probable that, in the 
act of rubbing, small particles may be detached which may act 
as rollers between the surfaces. 

It will also be observed that the coefficient of.friction between 
the cast-iron block and the steel tyre is much larger than that 
between the steel tyre of the wheel and the rails, which were also 
generally of steel. As has been above-mentioned, the sliding of 
the wheel on the rail takes place when the friction of the brake 
blocks is greater than the adhesion between the wheel and the 
rail, which is due to the weight upon the wheel. This was 
found to amount generally to about 24 to 28 per cent. of the 
weight. The influence which these results have upon brakes 
for railway trains may be briefly summed up as follows :-

In order to produce a given result at different velocities the pres
sure applied to the brake bloeks must increase in the proportion 
shown by the coefficient of friction. Thus at fifty miles an hour 
the pressure required to make one pair of wheels. slide on the 
rail was nearly 27,000 lbs., whilst at twenty miles an hour a 
pressure of about 10,300 lbs. was found sufficient to obtain the 
same result. The strain on the draw-bar showed that the 
retarding force or the tangential strain between the brake blocks 
and the wheels followed very nearly the same law of variation; 
that is to say, in order to produce a degree ·of friction on the 
wheel at fifty miles an hour which shall exert a retarding force 
on the train equal to that at twenty miles an hour the pressure 
applied to the brake blocks at fifty miles an hour must be nearly 
2½ times as great as that required at twenty miles an hour, and a 
still greater pressure is required for higher velocities. Therefore 
whilst a comparatively low pressure woulcl make the wheel slide 
at low velocities, it was difficult to obtain any sufficient pressure 
to make the wheel slide at velocities over sixty miles an hour. 

A satisfactory brake, therefore, should be capable of bringing 
on a very high pressure almost instantaneously, and then the 
pressure should be gradually reduced as the train comes to rest. 

The figures given in the above tables must at present be 
accepted as only provisional until an accurate mean has been 
obtained from the diagrams, which are not yet all worked out. But 
it may be assumed as an axiom that for high velocities a brake is 
of comparatively small value unless it can bring to bear a high 
pressure upon the surface of the tyre .almost instantaneously, and 
it should be so constructed that the pressure can be reduced in 
proportion as the speed of the train is reduced so as to avoid the 
sliding of the wheels on the rails. 

I must add that these experiments were made upon the London, 
Brighton, and South Coast Railway, who, through their able 
general manager, Mr. Knight, and locomotive engineer, Mr. 
Stroudley, gave every assistance in the construction of the van and 
the running of the train. The apparatus was mainly devised by 
Mr. Westinghouse and the experiments were carried on under 
his immediate supervision. The earlier experiments were also 
made with the assistance of Mr. Horace Darwin. 

SECTION B.-CHEMICAL SCIENCE. 
On a Simplification_ of Graphic Formula,, by Oliver J. Lodge, 

D.Sc.-ln the graphic formulre of a compound the elements 
were ordinarily represented by their chemical symbols (capital 
letters), and the connection between the atoms was represented 
by straight lines joining the letters. Graphic formulre were of 
most use in organic chemistry, where the principal compounds 
consisted only of the elements C, H, 0, N, whose atomicities 
were 4, 1, 2, and 3 or 5 respectively. In any formulre, there
fore, four bonds always radiated from the letter C : N was the 
meeting place of three or five bonds, according to circumstances; 
two bonds met at each 0, and a single bond terminated at every 
H. Supposing that the letters were omitted and the bonds 
joined together, the position of the atoms would still be apparent 
as the meeting-place of a definite number of bonds, and therefore 
the letters were unnecessary. The simplification he proposed, 
then, was the omission of the usual symbols used to denote the 
atoms, and the joining of the bonds in such a way as clearly to 
define the atomicities, and therefore the natures of the several 
atoms. Formulre so drawn became reduced to a sort of geo
metrical diagram, and conversely any geometrical curve represented 
some real or imaginary chemical compound. 

Abstract ef a Paper on the Action ef Heat upon the Selenate of 
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A111moniu111,-Dr. Edward \V. Davy, Professor of Forensic 
Medicine, Royal College of Surgeons, Ireland, read, on behalf 
of his colleague, Dr. Charles A. Cameron and himself, a paper 
containing the results of some observations which they had 
conjointly made on the action of heat upon the selenate of 
ammonium, from which they have shown that, when that salt 
is exposed to heat, it first resolves itself into ammonia and an 
acid selenate of ammonium (a hitherto undescribed salt), and that 
this . latter, on the application of a higher temperature, breaks 
itself up into water, selenium, selenious anhydride, and nitrogen, 
thus showing that in the first stage of the decomposition of this 
selenate by heat it resembles the sulphate of ammonium in fur
nishing an acid salt under the rnme circumstances, but that in 
the separation of selenium in the second stage of the process there 
is no analogy between the sulphate and selenate of ammonium. 

Abstract of a paper On the 11.ction of Chlorine upon the 
.Nitroprussides.-Dr. Edmund \V. ·Davy read a paper On the 
Actio1; of Chlorine upon the Nitrofrussides, an interesting class 
of compom1ds obtained by the action of nitric acid on the 
sbluble-ferro• or ferri•cyanides, ·which were first investigated by 
·nr. Lyon Playfair, several years ago. Dr. Davy has ascer· 
tained that the statements ,vhich exist in the different standard 
works on chemistry as to chlorine having no action on those 
salts, ·is incorrect, at 'least as regards several of the nitroprussides 
which he has made the subject of investigation, for he has found 
that some of them · are immediately, and other~, ,iHer long ex
posure, more or less, acted on ·by that substance, even when 
they are exc]uded f:roin the light. When, however, they are 
subjected to. the combined action of chlorine and the sun's rays, 
they ' are soon completely decomposed, the· principal· products 
b eing an oil•like matter, which agrees in its properties with the 
substance known under the name of chlorocyanic oil, fei-ric 
chloride, hydrochloric acid, and a chloride of the metallic base 
of the salt -employed, 

The following nitroprussides, viz., those of potassium, sodium, 
·barium, calcium, zinc, iron, and silver, were found to be those 
'decomposed when exposed to the action of chlorine and sunlight; 
and it is probable that other nitroprussides would be similarly 
affectecl. The only one of those salts, however, which the 
author h,is o b, erved resisting this action is that of copper, which 
has remained apparently unaffected after some weeks' exposure 
to its i11fluence. 

On the Spectrum if Chlorochromic A nhydride, by Dr. John
·stone Stoney and Prof. Reynolds.-The authors exhibited and 
described the spectrum produced by the absorption of the 
vapour of chlorochromic anhydride. This spectrum is of pecu
lie.r interest from its having supplied information as to the dura
tion and character of the motion of the molecules of the gas 
which produce it. The spectrum consists of lines nearly 
·equally spread, but of various intensities. From the posi
tion of the lines, of which 105 have been examined, it has 
been ascertained that they are all to be referred to one motion 
in the molecules of the gas of which they are all harmonics or 
quasi-harmonics, and which, on the supposition that they are 
harmonics, is repeated 810,000,000,000 every second in each 
molecule, and from the succession of intensities it may be sur
mised that this motion is in some way related to that of a par-· 
ticular point in a violin string vibrating under the influence of 
the bow, viz., a point nearly, but not quite, two-fifths of the 
string from the one end. . 
. . On a New JJ,fethod if Alkalimetry, _by Dr. Louis Siebolrl, 
.F.C.S.-The plan recommended consisted in the reverse appli
eation of Liebig's process for estimating hydrocyanic . acid, and 

.'was based on the fact that the volumetric determination of an 

.alkaline cyanide by means of silver nitrate was in no wise 
,iffected by the presence of free hydrocyanic acid. From the 
'volume of silver solution used the quantity of alkali might be as 
.'readily .calculated as that of the cyanogen. If the applicabi]ity 
of this process for alkalimetric purposes were confined to the 

._estimation of caustic alkalies nobody ,would, in Dr. Siebold's 
opmion·, think ofnsing it in preference to the process commonly 

.adopted; b_uthe wi~hed to show_ tha~ it might with great advan
_tage be applied to the deternunahon of alkalrne carbonates. 
.From ·5 fo one grain of the potassium oi· sodium carbonate 
sh~uld be dissolved in about l00 c.c. of distilled water, the solu
'tion mixed with an excess of hydrocyanic' acid (io to 20 c.c. of 
.~cid of. 'Scheel e's strength), . arid then decinormal solution of 
silver i1itrate added from a burette until a permanent opalescence 
is produced, the reaction occurring according to the following 
equation:~ 

K 2CO3 + 2HCy + AgNO3 = KAgCy~ + KNOa + CO2• 

Whereas under ordinary circumstances hydr~cyanic acid was 
incapable of decomposing alkaline carbonates 1t e~ected a com
plete decomposition in the presence of silver mtra_te. !he 
mixture did not require boiling, and the whole operat10n might 
be performed within a few minutes. If, af_ter th_e_ end of t~e 
titration the mixture were boiled, and the add1t10n of dec1-
normal ~olution of silver nitrate proceeded with, th!s time us!ng 
potassium chromate as an indicator, the volume of s_1lver solut:on 
required to insure complete precipitation of the . s1lv_er cyamc~e 
would be exactly equ,al to that used in the first titrat10n. This 
second reaction might then, if desired, be used as a check on the 
determination. In the presence of chloride the voluine_ of silver 
solution used in the second experiment would be greater t~an 
that used iii the first the difference between the two bemg 
exactly that required ta' precipitate the chloride. In th!s man'?-er 
a determination of the chloride might be readily combmed with 
that of the alkaline carbonate. The following results were 
quoted to show the accuracy of the process :-

Fure Potassium Carbonate. 
Amount taken. · Amount found. 

0 ·5850 0·5851 
o· 1670 o· 1672 
0·8775 0·8779 

In mixtures of pure potassium carbonate and sodium chloride-
Amount taken. Amount found. 

l K2CO3, 0·2000 0·2005 
NaCl, 0·0680 0 ·0683 

{ 
K2CO3, 0·9750 0·9750 
NaCl, 0·1825 0·1830 

On t1ie Estimation of ii£i11eral Oil or Para.§fo fVax whm 
mixed wit/, other Oils or Fat.-William Thomson, F.R.S.E., 
read a paper on this subject. He said that mixed oils-were no,v 
often used for lubricating purposes, and a commoq mixtnre, 
composed of mineral oil with some animal, vegetable, or fish 
oils, was now extensively used, and it was an important point to 
be able by analysis to determine the amount of mineral oil 
which such mixtures contained, and as he conk! find no pub
lished process to effect this, he devised, after much work, the 
following, which he found by repeated tests to give very accu
rate results :-He boiled some of the sample with an alcoholic 
solution of caustic soda, which converted all the animal, vege
table, or fi sh oils into soap. This was then mixed with sand, 
evaporated to dryness on the steam bath, the residue placed in a 
bottle washed with petroleum spirit, and distilled at a tempera
ture under 190° F. This dissolves out the mineral oil, leaving 
the soap insoluble. The spirit is now distilled off from the 
Sfirit solution of mineral oil in a large flask, and after thus eva
porating off the bulk of the spirit, the concentrated solution is 
transferred to a smaller flask with a hole blown in its side, into 
which is fitted a cork carrying a thermometer :and glass tube; 
the thermometer should touch the liquid, going nearly to the 
bottom of the flask. It is placed on a sand bath and heated at 
a temperatnre not exceeding 220° F., and dry air blown into the 
flask tlu·ough the tube in the cork, to remove the last trace of 
spirit, and the residue of mineral oil weighed and calculated on 
the weight of the original mixed oil taken. 

On some Double Salts ofGluc£11um, by Prof. Emerson Reynolds. 
-This communication contained an.account of some investiga
tions upon some compounds of the rare metal .glucinum, and 
demonstrated by several interesting experiments bow the author 
had succeeded in obtaining the metal in a state of purity by the 
use of the double fluoride of glucinum and potassium .. A second 
salt, double chloride of platinum, and glucirium, had also been 
prepared in an exceedingly pure crystalline form . . J;)r. Reynolds 
stated that he had also made experiments with a view to deter.
mine the specific heat of glucinum, which he fixed at ·642, ancl 
this multiplied by the probable atomic weight of .the metal
namely, 9·2-gave 5·90, a result fairly in accordaI\ce witll the 
law of Dulong and Pettit. . · 

Summary of Invejtigations in the Pyridim Serres; by Dr. W. 
_Ramsay.-These bases, which possess the ge·rieral formula, 
CnH2n-5N, are tertiary bases. They form an additive prodi1ct 
with iodides ofalcohol radicles, of which a good example i_s 
C5H 5N, CH3I, .best named pyridine methyl-iodide, · as it re 
sembles a salt in its constitution. They are not ·attacked by 
nitrous acid, and the cyanate, when heated, undergoes no mole
cular. change, but merely splits up into the base; and the usual 
polymer of cyanic acid, cyanuric acid. 
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Picoline, C6H 7N, on o':'ic\atio_n, yie l_ds a dicarbopyricleriic acid, 
C7H ,1NO4, which, on dtstJllat1on _,nth sod~-lune, decoi;nposes 
into pyridine C5 H-N and carbomc anhydnde, 2f:O2• It has 
therefore the' strnctu/al formula C5H 3N(zOOI·I)2• Attempts 
to prepare lutidine, _C 7H 9N, from the aldehyde of that acid, as 
. well as by the reaction 

C5H 3N(COOCH3 ) 2 = C7H 9N + 2CO2, 

failed owino-, in the first instance, to the small yield of alde
hydes: and,"' in the second, to the total decomposition of the 
product into pyridine, carbonic anhydride, and co.rbon. 

In spite of the failure of these attempts the author regards it 
as probable that picoline is methyl pyridine; entidine, dimethyl 
pyridine, from the following consideration :-The amount of 
heat evolved in the formation of the,e bases is probably very 
hin-h . That heat, added to the amount evolved by the com
bi~ation of the base with an acid, is likely to be greater than the 
total number of heat-units evolved by the oxidation of the base; 
hence these bases are nnoxidisable in acid solution. But when 
oxidised in alkaline solution, the amount of heat evolved by 
oxidation is supplemented by tha:t arising from the combination 
of the resulting acid with the alkali, and the1~ exceeds the heat 
evolved during the .formation of, lhe ba,e. The presence of 
nitrogen therefore gives great stability to the molecule, and pre
vents the methyl groups from being oxidised to carboxyl-gronps, 
as in the case of toluol, xylol, &c. At least three isomeric acids 
of the o-eneral formula C7H 5N04 have been discovered, and i t 
is prob;ble that as ll\any as.six are. capable of ex istence. These 
the autho.r has namec,I a, /3 , _and -y, _dicarbopyridenic acids. The 
a-acid is obtained by oxidising picoline or entidine, and the last 
two from entidine. · · · 

An attempt to pass from furfnrol to pyrid ine by the series of 
reactions-

Furfurol, 

C5H 6O2, 
Furfuryl 
alcohol, 

C,H,OCl, 
Furfuryl 
chloride, 

C0H 0N, 
Pyridine, 

C5H 5ONH2, 
Furfuryl 
amine, 

was unsuccessful, owing to the instability of fnrfuryl chloride. 
From the stability of the pyridine gronp, and the instability 

of the furfurol group, the author regards it ns probable that the 
constitution of the former is best repre, nted by a closed, and 
that of the latter by an open, chain. 

Ott Some of the Derivatives of Fu1furol, by Dr. W. Ramsay.
It was found impossible to prepare furfuryl chloride by the 
action of phosphoric chloride, or of hydrochloric acid gas on 
iurfuryl alcohol, C5H 60,, owing to a complete decomposition 
of the organic matter, with separation of carbon. 

Fnrfurine, prepared -by heating furfuramide and possessing 
the same formula, C15H 12N 20 3 unites with methyl iodide, 
forming the hydriodide of methyl-furfurine; this salt, on treat
ment with ammonia, depooits the base C15H 11(CH3)N2O3, as a 
viscous oil, insoluble in water, but soluble in alcohol. The base 
.again unites with methyl iodide, giving the hydriode of dimethyl 
furfurine, C15H 10(CH3) 2N2O3HI, which is als0 decomposable by 
ammonia with liberation of the base, dimethyl furfnrine 
C15H 10(CH3) 2N 2O3• This base appears also to be capable of 
union with methyl iodide. 

Furfurine, then, appears to be a secondary base containing 
t wo atoms of hydrogen replaceable by methyl. Whether more 
can be repiaced the author was unable t<;> decide, as the loss by 
.repetition of the operation was very considerable. 

On the Thetines, by E. A. Letts.-Prof. Letts' experiments 
were undertaken as a sequel to th<; research of Prof. Crum 
llrown and himself, on dimethyl thetine and its compounds, and 
with a view to the thorough investigation of the thetines as a 
group-the phenomena attending their formation-the action of 
heat and oxidising agents on them, and t~e difference in their 
·properties as the series is ascended. Inc1dentally Prof. Letts 
.has also studied the action of bromacetic acid on certain sulphides 
· of hydrocarbon radicals and the action of bromacelic and 
iodacetic ethyl ether on sulphide of methyl. 
· Notes ·On Aluminium Alcohols, by Dr. Gladstone and Mr. 
Tribe.-In 1876 the authors described the joint action of alumi

·uium and iodine on alcohol, and two aluminium ethylates result
·i uo- from it. They now showed that a similar reaction takes 
pl:ce with methylic alcohol, especially when the aluminium is 

·rendered more powerful by conjunction wi1h deposited platinum; 
.and that an analogous body is still more readily formed from 
·amylic alcohol. These two substitution-products had not yet 
been prepared in a pure condition, but the authors had succeeded 

in preparing the butylic compound in a satisfactory manner. 
This aluminic butylate is a solid body at the ordinary tempera
ture, but melts when heated, and is capable of distillation. Il 
is very soluble in anhydrous ether or benzole, from which it 
separates on . evaporation without crystallising. It is decom
posed by water, butylic alcohol and alumina being produced . 
Its composition was found to be Al2(C4 H 9O)6• There is also 
evidence of an intermediate compound, soluble . in water, which 
is probably homologous with the aluminic iodo-ethylate 
Al2I 3(C2H 5O)3. 

On the Amounts of Sr,gar contained in the Necta.- of Various 
Flowe.-s, by Alex. S. Wilson, M.A., B.Sc.-Nectar, the sweet
tasting fluid found within the cups of insect-fertilised flowers is 
of use to the plant by affording an inducement whereby insects 
are attracted to visit the flowers. By this means cross-fertilisa
tion is effected, as bees, butterflies, and other insects bring 
with them pollen from other flowers adhering to their bodies 
which they deposit on the stigmas. Mr. Darwin has shown 
experimentally what an additional amount of vigour is thus 
conferred on the resulting seeds in contrast with the degenerating 
effect of continuous inbreeding. Very often this sweet fluid is 
exuded from special glands, but in other cases from portions 
of the flower that do not seem to have been specially adapted for 
this purpose. Morphologically nectaries may represent very 
different structures, but not unfrequently they are of the nature 
of an aborted organ such as a petal or stamen. I t is a disputed 
point among biologists whether this saccharine matter is a true 
secretion or simply an excretion of effete matter from vegetable 
cells-a bi -product of the chemical changes taking place within 
these cells. Nectar is of course the source whence the bee 
derives honey, but it also affords sustenance to many different 
kinds of insects as well as humming-birds . The bright colours 
of flowers as shown by Sir John Lubbock's experiments serve for 
the guidance of insects to them, and the odours which they emit 
fulfil the same end. The markings on a flower's petals, too, 
always converge towards the nectar. The importance of these 
guides to insects will be apparent from the fo llowing estimations 
which show how indispensable it is that as little time as possible 
should be lost by an insect while collecting honey. It must be 
remembered also that in order to protect the nectar from rain it 
is usually contained in the least accessible part of the flower. 
The formation of nectar is observed to take place most freely in 
hot weather, so great, however, is the economy of the plant that 
it is only formed at the time when insects' visits would be bene
fi cial, i.e., when the anthers are shedding their pollen or when 
the stigma is mature. Biologists believe that the visits of bees, 
butterflies, and other insects have in past time exercised an im
portant influence in modifying the size, shape, colour, &c., of 
flowers. The following determinations are of interest as showing 
to what extent this action goes on and as a help towards ascer
taining the value of this factor :-

Sugar in Flowers. 

r. Fuchsia, per flower 
2. Everlasting Pea, per flower ... 
3. Vetch, per raceme 
4. ,, single flower 
5. Reel Clover, per head .. . 
6. ,, ,, floret .. . 
7. Monkshood, per flower 
8. Claytonia almoides, per flower 

Total. 
111mg. 7"59 

9·93 
3·16 

·158 
7·93 

·1 32 
6·41 

·413 

F ruit . 
I ·69 
8·33 
3· 1 5 

·158 
5"95 

·o99 
4·63 

·1 75 

Cane. 
5·9 
1·6o 

·01 

x-98 
·o33 

qS 
·238 

Approximately, then, 100 heads of clover yield ·8 grm. sugar or 
125 give I grm. or 125,000 1 kilo sugar, and as each head con
tains about sixty florets it follows that 7, 500,000 distinct flower 
tubes must be sucked in order to obtain I kilogrm. sugar. Now 
as honey roughly contains 75 per cent. of sugar, I kilo. is equi
valent to 5, 600,000 flowers in round numbers, or say two-and-a
half millions of visits for I lb. of honey. Another point worthy 
of note in these results is the occurrence of what appears to be 
cane-sugar, and that in the case of fuchsia in the proportion of 
three-fourths of the whole. This is remarkable, as honey is 
usually supposed to contain no cane-sugar, its presence be\ng 
generally held as certain evidence of adulteration. The quest10n 
therefore arises whether this change, which occurs whil: '.he su~ar 
"is in the kes' possession, lee due to the action of Ju1ces with 
which it comes in contact while in the honey-bag, or whether 
on account of the acid reaction of nectar it may not take place 
spontaneously . 

• /\Totes on Waters from the Severn Tum!e! Springs_, by W. Lant 
Carpenter.-The plans for the constrnct1011 of this tunnel had 
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been described by Mr. Charles Richardson its eno'ineer to 
S~ction G,_ at the Bristol m_eeting in 1875. In June,

0
1878,' the 

tnal headmg had been dnven more than half-way under the 
Se:,en1, and the m;>st difficult part had been overcome. In the 
op1_mon of the_ engmeer, the water in the tunnel springs-one of 
which had yielded 300 gallons per minute-was not Severn 
water, but derived from sp~ings in the pennant and other strata, 
and the salt from the occas1onal beds of salt in the Bristol coal
field. The author had. analysed water from four springs, and 
compared the results with those from Severn water at various 
times of the tide, and with water from wells on the Eno-1ish side 
snnk forty feet through the alluvium. The results were "arranged 
unde~ the heads of specific gravity, total solid residue, and total 
chlorme per cent. The author found it difficult to a void the 
conclusion that the water in the springs was chiefly Severn 
water. 

SECTION C.-GEOLOGY. 

The Geological Relations of the Atmosphere, by T. Sterry Hunt, 
LL.D., F.R.S.-The author beo-an by noticino- the inquiries of 
Ebelmen into the decomposition°of rocks thro~gh the influence 
of the atmosphere, resu.ltino- in the fixation of carbonic acid and 
oxygen, and di~cus~ed the" question at length, with arithmeti
cal data. He mqmrecl farther into the fixing of carbon from 
the air by vegetation, with liberation at the same time of oxygen 
both from carbonic acid and from tbe decomposed water, the 
hydrogen of which, with carbon, forms the bituminous coals and 
petroleums. It was shown that the carbonic acid absorbecl in 
the process of r?ck-decay during the long geologic ages, and 
now represented 111 the form of carbonates in the earth's crust, 
must have equalled, probably, two hundred times the entire 
volume of the pre,ent atmosphere of our earth. This amount 
could not of course exist at any one time in the air; it would, at 
orclmar:,: temperatures, be liquefied at the earth's surface. ·whence 
came this vast quantity of carbonic acid, which must have been 
supplied through the ages? The hypothesis of Elie de Beau· 
mont, ~ho_ su~posed a reservoir of carbonic acid stored up in 
the hqmd mtenor of the planet, was discussed and dismissed. 
The gas now evolved from the earth's crust from volcanic and 
other vents was probably of secondary orio-in and due to car
bonates previously formed at the surface. " ' 

The solution of the problem offered by the author is based 
upon the conception that our atmosphere is not terrestrial, but 
cosmical, being a universal medium diffused throughout all 
space, but condensed around the various centres of attraction in 
amounts proportioned to their mass and temperature, the waters 
of the ocean themselves belonging to this universal atmosphere. 
Such being the case, any change in the atmospheric envelope of 
any globe, whether by the absorption or the disengagement of 
a ny gas or vapour, would, by the laws of diffusion and static 
equilibrium, be felt everywhere throughout the universe, and the 
fixation of carbonic acid at the surface of our planet wonld not 
only bring in a supply of this gas from the worlds beyond, but 
by reducing the total amount of it in the universal atmosphere, 
diminish the barometric pressure at the surface of our own and 
of all other worlds. 

This conception of a cosmical atmosphere, of which our own 
forms a part, is not new, but was put forth by Sir William R. 
Grove in 1843, and is developed in the very learned and inge
nious work of Mr. Mattieu vVilliams, on "The Fuel of the 
Sun," .and has lately been noticed by Dr. P. M. Duncan in its 
geological bearings. Ebelmen, in I 845, pointed out that the 
greater weight of an atmosphere charged with carbonic acid 
wonld increase the temperature due to solar radiation at the 
earth's surface, and greatly modify atmospheric phenomena. 

Tyndall, by his subsequent researches on radiation, showed 
that certain gases, in amount too small to a ffect considerably 
the barometric pressure, might influence powerfully climatic 
conditions, and suggested that in the former presence in the 
atmosphere of moderate quantities of a gas like carbonic acid, 
might be found a solution of the problem of the climates of 
former geologic ages. According to the author, the amount 
of this gas, which, since the advent of life on our earth, has 
been subtracted from the universal atmosphere, although it may 
not have sufficed to diminish by more than a small fraction the 
pressure a t the earth's surface, would account for all the con
ditions of geological history so far as temperature and climate 
are concerned. 

He maintains that while we have evidence of a warm or sub-

tropical climate prevailing over the Arctic regions from the. 
carboniferous down to lower cretaceous times, and a gradual 
refrigeration up to the temperate climate of the miocene age, 
we had for the first time in the pliocene age the evidence of 
Arctic cold, which, with some variations, has continued until 
now. Since that date geographical variations have caused, and 
may again cause local climatic changes of considerable magni
tude. But no such changes could permit the existence over 
continental areas within the Arctic circle, of such tropical 
vegetation as we know to have once flourished there. Geo
graphical changes, •as J. F. Campbell, Dawson and others have 
so well pointed out, might lift large areas into the region of 
perpetual frost, and thus give rise to local glacial phenomena, 
and may, moreover, account for considerable local climatic 
variations at the se11.-level since the pliocene age. We cannot, 
however, account in this way for the warmer climates of previous 
aget, but must seek for their cause in the former constitution of 
the atmosphere. 

Touching the suggestion that former climatic changes were du,; 
to a displacement of the earth's axis of rotation, the author 
expressed the opinion that it is irreconcilable with the fact bng 
ago insisted upon by him that "the direction of the Arctic 
currents, which are guided by the earth's rotation, appears, from. 
the distribution of marine sedim~nts, to have been the same 
since very early periods." Dawso!\ has reinforced this argument 
by recalling the fact that the southward migration of successive 
floras shows, in like manner, that from the Devonian age the· 
general courses of oceanic currents, and consequently the posi
tion of the earth's a'.'is, have not changed. 

On the Filtration of Sm-water through Triassic Sandstone, by 
Isaac Roberts, F.G.S.-Mr. Roberts st'.lted that he was led to 
inves tigate the effects produced on sea-water by filtration, i11 

consequence of the constantly-increasing . salinity of the water 
drawn from several wells in Liverpool which are sunk below· 
the sea-level in the Bunter sandstones of that locality. He 
found that one of the wells, which he selected as the type of 
the rest, yielded water which increased in salinity at the rate of 
4·91 to 5·81 per cent. annually, and inferred that the sandstone 
rock had the power of removing salts out of sea-water. To 
prove this he filtered sea-water through blocks of the sandstone, 
and found the inference t o be greatly borne out by the results 
of his experiments. Two cnbic feet of the stone removed from 
the first filtrate of 3½ flnid ounces of the water 80·8 per cent ... 
of the salts held in solution, and each measured quantity of four 
ounces, which were afterwards filtered through, regularly showed 
au increase of the salts in solution, until 93½ fluid ounces had 
filtered through the stones. Then these ceased to be operative· 
as filters, and the waters passed through unchanged. After . 
allowing the stones to dry he passed spring water through them, 
and found that the salts which they had taken up were again. 
removed and washed out, thereby showing the action to be 
mechanical. . 

New Geological l,fap of India. -Mr. W. Ball, M.A., pre
sented and explained a new geological map of India which will 
shortly be published, with a manual. He mentioned that there . 
were 8,000 square miles of coal measures in India. It was of
an inferior character, and was unfortunately in the most inac
cessible part of the country. 

Mr. W. H. Baily, M.R.I.A., F.G.S., read a paper On some 
Additional L abyrinthodo11t Amphibia and Fish jrom the Coals '!I 
:farrow Colliery, nea,· Cast!ecomcr, County I<ilkenny.-These 
fossil remains, which were found below a bed of coal three feet 
in thickness, were all impressed on the true coal, and had, ia 
fact, turned into carbon. One of them, which was almost per-= 
fect-Mega!icMl,ys hibberti-was three feet seven inches in length. 
This one locality had yielded a larger number of these fossils 
than all the other coal-fields in Europe. 

On the Ancient Volca,iic District if Slieve Gullion, by Joseph 
Nolan, M.R.I.A., Geological Survey of Ireland.-Slieve Gul
lion is a mountain situated some few miles north of Dundaik, 
west of the hilly country lying between the bays of Dundalk and . 
Carlingford. The rocks which mainly compose it are of a 
plutouic character, consisting of dolerites and elvanites, and have 
been empted through granite of lower Silurian age, probably. 
about the close of the paheozoic epoch. On the west and south 
of the mountain the elvanite forms a dyke-like ridge when it 
changes from a granitoid rock to a felstone porphyry. Simul- . 
taneously with this change, suggesting conditions of less . 
intense heat and pressure a remarkable fragmentary rock . 
mal,es its appearance. It is here almost altogether composed 
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of granite fragments, farther south a mixture of granite and 
slate, and at the south-east almost exclusively of slate debris. 
At all these places it is so intimately associated with the 
porphyry that any demarca~i~n between them is impossibl~,.and 
there cari be no doubt that 1t 1s due to the broken and d1smte
grated crust, shattered by the force of the volcanic explosions. 
That the eruption differed from volcanic explosions of the nor
mal character is evident from the absence of fragments of lava 
or scorire. It was in fa~t entirely aeriform, the volcanic activity 
having evidently been subdued by the sudden dissipation of the 
elastic gases in that part of the dyke which alone reached the 
surface, aided by the immense weight of displaced materials 
falling back into the gulf. 

The president remarked that the paper opened up several 
points of:interest, especially in illustrating the passage of granitic 
into volcanic rocks; and in bearing out the views of Prof, Judd 
on these points, giving undoubted proof of the change from 
granitoid rock into one by which its protrusion has prodnced 
mechanical accompaniments. 

On S!ltnt Fossilsf/wn the Northampton Sands, by John Evans, 
D.C.L., LL.D., F.R.S.-These fossils from the ironstone beds 
of Durton,; near Northampton, are casts of lithodomous borings 
originally· made in lumps of coral, impressions of which they 
still bear on their outer surface. In the interior the pi'esence of 
the shells is still to be traced. Their history appears to be that 
the cavities were first filled· with !imonite, subsequently con
verted into carbonate of iron, and eventually hematite. Last 
of all the inclosing coral has been entirely removed by the infil
trations of water charged with carbonic acid. This last process 
has probably taken place since the eJI\ergence of the beds from 
below the sea-level. The Northampton Sands have been folly 
described by Mr. Samuel Sharp, F.G.S., in the Quarterly 
Journal .of the Geological· Society. 

A paperWasread by Mr. H. W. Baily, F.G.S.,onaNewStar
fish ji·o11i Lir&er Silurian Caradoc Strata, Co. Wexford, and some 
New Carboniferous · Limestone flfol!ttsca ji•om the County o.f 
Limerick.-The starfish, of which a number of very perfect 
specimens had been collected through the exertions of Mr. H. 
Kinahan; during the , progress of the Geological Survey, was 
named by Mr, Baily Palasterhia kinahana. The carboniferous 
limestone fossils were all molluscan shells, principally cephalopods, 
belonging to Nautilus goniatites and Orthocerati!es, with a few bi• 
valves and univalves belonging to Cardiomorpha macrochei!us, &c. 

On t!ie Saurians ef the Dakota Cretaceous Rocks o.f Colorado, 
by Prof. E. D.- Cope.-This paper was illustrated by crayon
drawings of the bones, of the natural size, which well illustrated 
the gigantic proportions of the several species. The first de
scribed was the Camarasaurus supremus, Cope, of one individual 
of which a large number of bones have been found. The 
vertebrre are opisthoccdous, 2,nd their centres are hollow, with 
the internal cavity divided into two chambers by a septum. The 
caudal vertebrre and limbs are solid, or nearly so, and the neck 
is long. The scapula is enormous, measuring 5½ feet in eleva
tion, so that the· fore limb was probably as long as ·or longer 
than the hind limb. There are four sacral vertebrre and the 
femur is six feet in length. The elevation to the top of the head 
was probably 26-28 feet. The description of three species of 
Amphiadias followed. The type A, altus, Cope, presents the 
same kind of chambers of the vertebral cerebrum as Ca1oara
samus, but the .artic~lar extremities are both concave. Both 
genera possess a new articular element, called by Prof. Cope 
a hypo,phen. This is the reverse of the zygosphen, standing 
below the postzygapc,physis, and looking upwards and outwards. 
The neural spine of Amphic!Elias is anteroposteriorlyplaced, that of 
Camarasaurus transversely, and in the latter, in the dorsal region, 
it is divided to the base, and the .halves separated. A. altus 
was as large as C. suprmtus, the femur measuring six feet and 
the dorsal vertebra 3 · 5 feet elevation. 

Prof. Cope then indulged in some reflections as to the habits 
of the genera so remarkable for their thin-walled dorsal and 
cervical vertebrre. He was of the opinion that the caverns 
were not filled with cartilage but with diverticula from the 
lungs or other air,cavities. Prof. Cope advanced the hypo· 
thesis that the species of Camarasaurus and Amjhic!Elias were 
dwellers in water of. sometimes considerable depth, where they 
walked on the bottom; and browsed on the algre and sometimes 
aerial vegetation growing on the coast. The long fore-limbs 
and loner neck of Camarasaurus were further evidence that the 
animal ;eached up1i•ards for food, as the giraffe, or for air when 
submerged. 

Prof. Cope concluded by remarking that the Dakota epoch 
had been referred to the middle of the European cretaceou, 
series on the evidence of the mollusca and plants, but now the 
vertebra.ta parallelise it with some portion of the Jurassic series 
in the wide sense. 

Prof. Hull, F.R.S., gave a sketch of the geology of .the en
virons of Dublin. 

On the Progress ef the. Geological Survey ef Ireland, hy Prof. 
Hull, M.A., F.R.S., Director (communicated with the sanction 
of the Director-General).-The author gave a short account of 
the origin and progress of the Geological Survey from its. com
mencement in 1832, under the late Gen. Portlock, R.E., down 
to the present day, stating that the whole country south of a line 
di·awn roughly from Lame on the coast of Antrim to Sligo had 
been surveyed, while 160 sheets of the geological map, on a 
scale of one inch to the statute mile, had been published. 

Along with the maps there had been issued seventy-eight 
separate explanatory memoirs, describing the structure and 
palreontology of 126 sheets. It had also been found necessary 
to revise the geolog}" of the Leicester and Tipperary coal-fields, 
the carboniferous trap-rocks of county Limerick, and the ·south; 
east portion. of the country, including. parts of Wicklow and 
Wexford. The coal-fields of. the north of Ireland had also 
been surveyed, and published in the maps pCJth ofthe "6-inch n 
and "I-inch" scales; and it was also intended that the· districts 
of county Antrim containing the pisolitic iron ores should be 
illustrated by maps on both these scales. The district still re
maining fo be examined. includes the greater portion of DCJi:J.egal, 
Tyrone, Sligo, Fermanagh, and Antrim. . . . , 

On the conclusion of Prof. Hull's paper On the PrQgress o_/ 
the Geological SurVtJ', the President said they must all congratu · 
late the chief of the Geologicar Survey in Ireland 6n the progress 
that had been made, but he hoped that however long he might 
live in the occupation of that high post, the stirvey would never 
be absolutely completed. It was quite right to re.el<atnine sur, 
veys that had been made ; for, from ti:ne to tinie discoveries 
were made· which threw· a further:, light on · the geqlogical 
views of the district, and which mtist be taken into • account 
before an absolntely complete survey could. exist •. ·. Therefore, 
though the survey had progressed so much, still he hoped it 
would be long before it was completed. He wished to say one 
word which appeared to him of importance, not only to the 
Geological Survey of Ireland, but of England also. The object 
of these surveys was to make the public at large thoroughly 
acquainted with the geology of the country in which they re· 
sided. Maps were carefully drawn and memoirs pu1:>lished from 
time to time in illustration of the maps; but, unfortunately, so 
far as the diffusion of knowledge was concerned at the present 
time, not owing to any prohibition of the Geological Survey, 
but owing to some mistaken view on the part of the Treasury, 
prohibitive prices were placed upon the geological memoirs. He 
had seen small pamphlets priced at r6s. or 17s., though these 
pamphlets were printed and published at the public expense for 
the benefit of the public. He held in his. hand a very small 
pamphlet, which was published at gr, He did not think a false 
economy of this kind ought to be suffered to go on without a 
protest on behalf of those who were interested in geological 
progress. He therefore felt it right to make these remarks, in 
the hope that possibly this Association or some other learned 
bodies might take steps to bring this matter under the:considera· 
tion of the Treasury, and point out how with the one hand they 
were lavishly spending money for the advancement of geological 
knowledge, and with the other withholding it from the public. 

Dr. Sterry Hunt said that in the State of Pennsylvania the 
reports and memoirs were printed and stereotyped, and then 
offered to the public for the mere cost of printing and paper. 
The memoir on the table priced at gs. would be sold there 
for zs. 

Mr. Tiddeman said, with respect to the prices of the geologi· 
cal publications, he should be sorry any one should think that 
the Survey was responsible. It could not be more disagreeable 
to any than to the Survey themselves to find that their labour 
was almost entirely thrown away by reason of the high prices ?f 
the ·publications when they came out in the miserable 11:anner m 
which they were produced, and which would almost disgrace a 
fifth-rate publishing firm. . . 

On the .Influence that 111icroscot,ic Veoetable Organisms had in 

I 
the Production of. some £/ydrated Iron o:es, b.y M. Alph_o.nseGages, 
M.R.I.A.-In the tanks of the Royal Coliege of Science! Dub
lin, there are considerable deposits of hydrated peroxides of 
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iron formed bf the agency of Penecillia~, which accumulate in 
l~rgc sponge-li_ke masses so as to intercept the flow of the water. 
1 he author pomts out the connection between such deposits and 
iron-ore formations. 

N ote~ on ,some lve'-'!, Fossils "Ei-ibv!!ia llfackayi," from the 
Quai-tzztes of Loch Ei-tool and_?fher Parts of the TVestern High• 
la11ds of Scotland, by James Nicol, F.R.S.K (with photograph 
of the rock).-T~e fossils_ were discovered by Mr. Donald 
M~ckay, ~arly ,this year, m the Assynt quartzite., of Lough 
Enbol, ·1ymg below the Durness limestones, in which fossils 
have been more abundantly found. The surface of the rock 
shows the ends of more than a dozen bodies, more or less 
roun~ed in form, -running clown into the interior of the stone, and 
tapermg. to a point; They _-show a · central core with an outer 
wall around it. ,,There is no doubt they are organic. The 
author_ rather inclines to regard-- them -as corals approximating at 
least m form to Cyathophy!lid(Z. Thin slices might perhaps 
decide this question, but meanwhile the author has· named 
them Eribol!ia -Mackayi, indicating the locality :tnd the finder. 
These and other fossils give the author 110 reason to reverse the 
rehtions of the stratl\ in the north-west Highlands held by him, 
but much to confirm them. 

Concerning tl,e Extent ·ef Geological Time, by Rev; M .. A. 
Cl ose, F.G.S.-Since geology has her own strong and unrefnted 
arguments for. the great extent of geological time, it is not 
logically necessary for her to do more than show, if it can be 
shown, that the physical arguments for the very inconvenient 
restric tions thereof rest upon still unproved assumptions. The 
argument from the rate of cooling of the earth seems to have 
been satisfactorily shown by Mr. T. Mellard· Reade to be quite 
inconclusive. The argument from the probable duration of the 
sun's radiation of heat assumes·, inter a!ia, that the original 
nebula from which the solar system was formed was cold, and 
also that the unit of gravitation relatively to the mass of that 
system has been constant from the time when that mass began 
to fall together, and throughout the enormous interstellar dis
tance which has doubtless been traversed by it since that time. 
Dr. Cr-oll's suggestion in answer to the former of these assump
tions is logically sufficient as a reply to the whole of this argu
ment, Nevertheless it may be addecl, as to the latter assumption, 
that those physicists who have entered upon certain speculations 
as to the canse of gravitation, cannot deny that it is per
fectly credible, and even probable, that gravitation is not an 
essential accompaniment of matter, and that the unit of gra..-i
tation may not be constant throughout all · time and space. 
The a rguments from the earth's· figure in connection wi th the 
retardution of her rotation by the ocean tide depends on 
the doctrine of the steel-ri;.ridity of the earth talcen all together, 
as tlo also the calculations of various writers on subjects which 
bear i1t different ways on · the present one. However, Sir \V. 
Thomson himself has greatly weakened the support of this 
doctrine. But geology (as regards the matter in hand) is not 
concerned to question it, although it is, at first sight, a difficulty. 
The re"ults obtained by the Tide Committee of the Association 
point to the conclusion that there is an 18·6 year-tide in the body 
of the earth depending on the revolntion of the moon's node,,, 
and th at the rigidity of the earth, even if it be in one sense as 
high as that of steel, is)yet a viscous rigidity, by which she may 
yield al most indefinitely to sufficiently long-continued straining 
forces. Other considerations confirm this latter position. This 
18·6 yet,r-tide, whether resulting from such viscosity proper or 
froir. plasticity. of a diffe,·ent kind, must cause a variation in the 
earth's rate of rotation during the same period. Thi .s variation 
would probably be desirable if looked for by the astronomers, 
who would confer a boon on the geologists by endeavouring to 
detect i t. Dr. John Evans' suggestion of the po,sible considerable 
mo bi] ity of the axis of rotation relatively to the body of the earth, 
bears in certain ways on the present question; the mechanical 
obj ection to it, already greatly weakened by the Rev. 0. Fisher, 
might be quite removed by the investigation suggested. 

On some 1.½w Pre-Cambrian Areas in Wales, by Henry Hicks, 
M.D., F.G.S.-During some recent researches in \Vales the 
author has been able to add many new areas to the pre-Cambrian 
rocks already described. In these examinations · he has been 
assisted at differe1tt times by Prof. Torre!, of Stockholm, Prof. 
M' Kenny Hughes, Mr. Tawney, F.G.S., and Dr. Sterry Hunt, 
of Montreal. The additional areas to be now added to those 
previomly known are:-

I. Some cnpriferous schists with their associated greenstone 
k ,nds (the so-called intrus~-e greenstone of the Geological Survey) 

to the north -of Dolgelly, and including a great portion of Robel 
Tawr. 

2. Masses of granitoid rocks, porphyries, ancl greenstone 
breccias, in the neighbourhood of Pwllheli. 

3. The porphyries and granitoid rocks forming Myay~d 
Mynytho, and extending in a northerly d.irection towards Nevm, 
including also Nevin mountain and· the porphyries and green
stone breccias to the north-east of Boducan. 

4. The Bhos Hirwain syenite and the so-called altered Cam
brian beds -to the west of that mass in Caernarvonshire, and also 
Bardsey Island. 

5. The grani toid rocks, felstones, and porphyr.ies, forming 
the Rivals ·(yr Eifl) range ofmountains. . 

6. The · so.called -altered Cambrian rocks to the west of the 
Penygroes porphyry. 

7. The so-called intrusive granite in Anglesea, and the :whole 
of the area marked as altered Cambrian in -that island. -In 
addition to these he has also ·extended some of the areas ' and 
defined more .dearly the order of superposition of these rocks 
in Pembrokeshire. In, North ,Vales, as in South Wales, he 
found that the pre-Cambrian rocks resolved themselves into 
three -well-marked and very distinct types, and that these in
dicated separate formations, each of which, on. careful exa
mination, and when found in juxtaposition, . prov eel to be un
conformable to the other. At St. David's the granitoicl rocks. 
occur at the base, -and, resting nnconformably upon these, are 
found the quartz-felsites. These are again succeeded uncon
formably ·by the agglomerates, breccias, greenstone bands, and 
schists of the Pebidian group. 

In North Wales. this was also exactly the order in which the 
various rocks -were fotmcl to succeed each other, but the middle, 
or quartz-felsite group ,rns found more largely developed in 
Caernarvonshire. 

As this middle group had not previously been separated under. 
a distinguishing name, the author now proposed tc;, adopt for it 
the name Ai-vonian, from the Roman name A rvonia, and from 
which the present name of Carnarvon is derived. So many of 
the large ridges an,1 lofty mountains of Carnarvonshire ,are cqm
posed of these .felsitic rocks that it appeared to the author and, 
his friends that this name would be very appropriate for the 
formation. T,he'distinguishing characters most marked in .these 
three pre-Cambrian formations may be briefly summed up as 
follows: -

!. Dimttian : Granitoid gneiss reeks. 
2. A 1-vonian: Quartz, felsi tes, and porphyries (Halleflinta of. 

Torre!; petro-silex rocks, Hunt). 
3. Pebidian : Green and purple agglomerates and breccias, 

green chloritic schists, with massive greenstone bands, talcose 
schists, &c. 

In these formations the bedding is -usually easi)y recognised, 
but at present the actual stratigraphical thickness .cannot be 
correctly estimated. It is perfectly clear, however, from the 
sections exposed, that each must have a vertical thickness of 
many thousand feet. That they have a very extended geological 
distribution over the British islands is also daily becoming more 
and more evident. 

On the /lfetamorplzic aitd Intrusive Rocks of Tyrone, by Joseph 
Nolan, M. R.I.A., &c., of the Geological Survey of Ireland. 
-The rocks described in this paper occupy the central parts of 
county Tyrone extending from Omagh eastwards and north-east
wards towards Slieve Gullion. They consist for the most part 
of an amorphous green hornblendic rock, in the midst of which 
is a wide lenticular tract of micaceous gneiss and schist. The 
author shows that these two classes pass gradually into each 
ofher, and that even among the amorphous hornble1>dic . rocks 
traces of schistose structure can generally be observed, while 
local tr;msitions into schists frequently occur. Gradations into 
more crystalline rocks were also noted and described, those of 
a hornblendic character passing into a felspathic variety in which 
little or no hornblende occurs, while quartz and orthoclase are 
developed, so that a coarse quartz porphyry is produced, passing 
ultimately into granite. 

It was also shown that some of the granite was intrusive 
during the period of the old red sandstone, a new fact in Irish 
geology. Its association with metamorphic rocks, probably of 
lower Silurian ag~, was explained on the hypothesis that the 
intrusive granite was clue to re-metamorphism of the later 
period, so that portions of the already crystalline rocks wei:-e 
completely fused and became irruptive. That metamorphic 
action in this district continued up to and even after the old red 
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sandstone age seems to have been the op11110n of the late Gen. 
Portlock who in his geological report on Londonderry, with 
parts of 'Tyrone, &c,, has _described these rocks and their rela
tions to each other at considerable length. He does not seem 
to have considered the granite to be intrusive, but merely a 
metamorphosed condition of what we now call the lower car
boniferous sandstone, which was then classed with those of the 
old red formation. 

On tke Cervus !Jfegaceros, by \V. Williams. 
On tke Occurrence of Certain Fish Remains in the Coal 

llfeasures, and tke Evidence of tke Fres!,-water Origin of tke Coal 
Jl[easures, by James VY. Davis, F.G.S.-These occur in a 
be:l of :cannel (coal, and more particularly in the impure c.annel 
ab,ve and below it, in the district of Morley and Adwalton, 
near Leeds. They consist of both Elasmobranchs ancl G,,.noids, 
but by far the most common are C<dacantkus leptttrUJ. The 
fresh-water nature of the cannel coal and the internal anatomy 
of the Ccelacanthus, together with occurrence of Labyrintho
donts, lead to the conclusion that the strata were of sub
aqueous, and probably fresh-water origin. 

On tlie Age of the Crystalline Rocks of Donegal, by Prof. \V. 
King, D.Sc.-The author had succeeded in obtaining some true 
fossils in portions of the Innishowen limestone that have scarcely 
nndergone any change. He had not had time to examine them as 
closely as he would have wished, but they appeared to be identical 
with Caradoc Bryozoon from the Desertcreat schists .of Tyrone, 
which Portlock has called Ptilodictya dicotoma. This was the first 
example, as far as he could ascertain, of an undouhted fossil 
hwing been detected in these limestone,. The fact may be 
taken as evidence that these deposits and their associated argil
bceous and siliceous masses are of the lower Silurian age, and it 
seemed highly probable that the more intensely metamorphosed 
rocks in the north-west division of D onegal belonged to the 
same geological period. 

On t!te C,rvus .llf~qaceros, by vV. Williams.-The author con
sidered that in s'.lme excavations he had made at Ballyhetagh 
Bog, near Dnblin, he had met with evidence which led 
him to differ from former views as to the time of these 
animal s' existence. He asset·ted that the clay on which the 
remains rested is the lower boulder clay. He considered the 
animal lived during the middle glacial period, and was kiHed 
off by the cold of the uppper boulde,- clay period. 

Prof. Leith Adams, F.R.S., questioned the accuracy of Mr. 
\Villi ams' views. There was no evidence for such a division of 
glacial beds in the locality in question, as Mr: \Villiams had 
mentioned, nor was there any proof that the ammals had been 
destroyed by the intervention of a cold period. In England 
there is authentic evidence of the co-existence of this animal 
with man. 

After the discussion on the Cervus megaceros, the president 
submitted the following lines:-

" Small comfort to the stag that's mired, 
TO think that in long distant ages 

He'll be dug out to be admired, 
And have his life discussed by sages." 

which Mr. Pengelly capped as follows:-
" Yet had he known their fearful puzzle, 

How far from truth each sage would be, 
?vlethinks he'd rear his cervine muzzle, 

And scent the future Section C:' 

SECTION D.-BJOLOGY. 

Department of Anthropology. 

Miss A. \V. Buckland read a paper On the P,-,histo1ic 
llfonuments of Cornwall compared with t!tuse in Irelawl.-In 
the course of her paper Miss Bnckland said that the prehistoric 
monuments of Cornwall, believed by archreologists to be the 
work of the rnme race as those of Ireland, presented, in the 
midst of strong resemblance, certain points of difference which 
deserved tl1e attention.not only of archreologists hut of ethnolo
gists. In both countries they consisted of tumnli, including 
chambered barrows and giants' graves, monoliths or menhirs, 
c ircles, cromlechs or dolmens, and ll'.llecl stones, all probably 
sepulchral and hut circles, cliff castles, curious c:ives ancl crosses, 
whilst in Ireland they founcl in addition earthworks called raths, 
and ronnd towers. _Long barrows, which were looked upon as 
the most ancient of burial places b elonging to the stone age, 
were wanting in both countries, hence we may infer that the 
people who then existed in England and ScotlP.nd never in-

habited Cornwall and Ireland, where the earliest ,barrows feem 
to belong to the bronze age, the mode of interment in Cornwall 
being chiefly by cremation; but these tnmuli may not represent 
the earliest tombs in these countries. 

Mr. \V. J. Knowles read a paper On Flint Factories at Fort
stewart and Elsewhere in the North of Ireland.-The paper 
contained a further account of a find of flint implements fonncl 
in sandhills at Portstewart, county Londonderry, near the mouth 
of the River Bann, which consisted of a large quantity of 
scrapers, some arrow-heads, bone implements, hammerstones, 
and flakes, with shells, broken bones, and pottery. These were 
found in hollows amongst the sand, but were snpposed to have 
dropped from black layers on the sides of the pits ns the ,nnd 
was removed by the wind. The black layer represents the 
ancient . surface, and similar objects hm•e been dug out of it. 
The only new find since the subject was last brought before the 
British Association was some porous lava and flakes of obsidian. 
These substances are not found native, as far as the author could 
learn, and he believed they must have floated a distance, pro
bably from the West Indies. He also described other places 
which he had explored in the neighbourhood of Castlerock, 
county Londonderry, and Ballintoy, county Antrim, where 
similar remains were found, and the same ldnd of black byers 
are to be seen. The black layers, when not destroyed or un
covered by denudation, are covered up with sand from ten to 
twenty feet in thickness, which is protected on the top, but is 
gradually wearing away where exposed at the $ide$. The animal 
remains were snbmitted to Prof. A. Leith Adams, of the Royal 
College of Science, and he decided that they contained man, 
horse, ox, hog, dog or ,rnlf, fox, and deer. He also described 
objects from Larne, some of which were found nine feet 
from the surface, and he exhibited a photograph of a mammoth's 
tooth, found in a small delta-like field near Lame, which is now 
in the possession of the Rev. Dr. Grainger, M. R. I. A., of 
Broughshane, county Antrim, and flakes and rncle implements 
from the same field. He also showed and described a series of 
rude implements thick at the one encl, for holding in the hand, 
and pointed at the other, of the pal,x,olithic form. Although 
there were no animal remains found with them they \Yere taken 
from the diaton1aceous deposit below the peat, where remains of 
the Irish elk are usually found, and the author drew attention to 
a statement of Dr. John Evans in his "Stone Implements of 
Great Britain," where, on comparing the implements found in 
the caves and those in the old river drifts, he says-- '' the large-· 
pointed implements are mostly found in the latter ; " and gives 
as his reason for their being found mainly there that they were 
probably used "for out-of-door purposes." The author states 
that it was strange that his large implements of similar form 
were found mainly in the bed of a river, and suggested that the 
rivers and that form of implement had probably some connec
tion, and that they were not used for "out-of-door purposes" 
only. Reference was next made to the age of the implements 
found in Ireland, about which he said authors were not agreed, 
and the author again quoted from Evans' "Stone Implements," 
and showed that the descriptions of many of the paloeolithic im
plements in that work would apply to the Irish ones, and con
cluded that we must either carry man farther back than the 
so-called neolithic age, or give up some of our theories regarding 
the distinguishing characteristics of the pal,x,olithic and neolithic 
implements. . 

l\fr. V. Ball, M. A., exhibited a number of objects of etlmo
logical interest, collected in the districts of India, and also in the 
Nicobar and Andaman Islands. These included stone imple
ments, battle-axes, an instrument like a boomerang med in kill
ing small animals, but which was not capable of the return 
motion of the A ustraliau boomerang, arrows, musical instruments, 
&c. There was a curious wooden figure, not an idol, but an 
effigy of some departed person, with a sort of girdle round the 
waist, which hung clown like a tail behind ; and the author 
thought it explained the ancient tradition of men with tails in 
those islands. Another singular item consisted of two orna
mental skulls, in reference to which Mr. Ball mentioned that on 
the death of an Andamanese his body was placed on a tree, and 
as soon as his b ones became bleachecl his skull was taken and 
ornamented, and first carried about by his widow, an_d after
wards by other members of his family. The collect ,on mcludecl 
some photographs, one of which represented builclmgs on piles 
in water. 

Mr. T. J . Hutchins:>n, lately her Maje, ty's Consul a t Callao, 
read a paper entitled Ifabits and Cus/011/S a1no::-5st some Tribes of 
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77·opirn! Abongims.-The tribes spoken of were some of those 
in W e., t Africa and South America with \\horn he hacl been 
acquainted during t\_,·en_ty-three years.' The object of the paper 
1ras to sl~ow analog1e~ m superstition and social barbarities, as 
w_ell as 111 a sort of mdigencus civilisation amongst people of 
different races clwellmg on different sides of the globe, and with 
~-espect to ,~•ho'.n the!·e was no evidence of their having ever been 
m cornmumcat,on with each other. 
. M. Henri l\-1~rtin, th!! French historian, read a paper written 
m ,French, entttled Les Races anciennes de !'.lr!ande · Uti!itt! de 
l' Elude des Traditions qui !es concernmt pour l 'Eth~oorapl,ie de 
l'Europe primitive. " 

The chairman, Lord Talbot de Malahide, said they must all 
be very much flattered at the interest which M. Henri Martin 
had taken in the ancient history and traditions of Ireland. He 
h~d shown in_ ~ow many respects those traditions were connected 
with the trad1t(ons of the Con.tinent, and how much light they 
threw on the nugrations of the principal races which had colonised 
Europe. 

l\Ir. H. H. Howorth made a commnnication on the Spread of 
the Starn, -He said that if they excluded the Turks from 
R?umelia a'.'d Bulgaria, the Basqnes from Spain, and the various 
tnbes of Frnns from the north-east of Russia, they should have 
a tokr:1-bly _homogeneous population left in Europe, which might 
be d1v1ded mto the Celts, in the \Vest; the Teuton in the centre, 
and. the Slavs in the East. The ethnology of the Slavs had 
only been recently treated on a scientific basis. They owed this 
to the researches of Count Polocki and Shafarick, the results of 
which, together with some of his own, he would bring before 
them. Patriotic Russians derived the name Slav from Slova
glory-a derivation improbable, when it was remembered that 
the name was vety recent, not occurring before the sixth century. 
Shafarick believed that Se1·b was the oldest name of the Slav,, 
but that also was a modern name, and appeared to be of foreign 
origin. The oldest name of the Slavs was that by which they 
were known to the Germans-namely, lVmds, a name occurring 
in classical writers under the form of Veneti. It was curious 
that the name Slav (sla,·e) and Sw;;us (Scrvian) should both 
indicate a people of servile condition. The Emperor Constantine, 
,rho gave the first account of the Servians, said that the name 
Servia n was derived from the fact that they served the Roman 
emperor. About the Christian era, there was :1 great revival 
amongst the races of Eastern Europe. The power of various 
nomades of South Russia, who are now known to be of Aryan 
origin, was broken by the Romans. That enabled the Turkish 
and other nomades east of the Volga to invade Europe ; and 
they drove the Aryans to the centre of Europe, where they 
setllecl in the country about the Carpathians. This accounted 
for the fact that amongst the Poles and Bohemians the upper 
classes were entirely distinct from the lower, the Polish grandees 
being derivecl from the immigrants, while the peasants belonged 
to the old stock of Slavs. Afterwards the Turks and Huns 
pushed into Europe, driving the Slavs still further, and causing 
in the sixth century a great migration of them south of the 
Danube, where they overran Bulgaria, European Turkey, and 
the mainland of Greece. Others were driven to the Dalmatian 
coast and islands. The Emperor Heraclins, in order to protect 
himself, invited the Slavs of the Carpathians, called Croats, 
:incl the Serbs, to his assistance. The name Croat was derived 
from their living in the mountain districts. Chrebd and Car
p art/1ia1t being the same word. One section of the Serbs who 
lived on the river Bosna were called Bosnians; another, who 
inhabited the Black Mountains, were called Montenegrins. A 
third section inhabited a district ·which was aft em ards created 
into a dukedom by the Emperor of Austria, on who~n they were 
dependent, and were called Herzegovinians from the Germ~n, 
J£erzog; a duke. The rest of the Serbs formed the Servian 
community. All these were of one rnce, and had the same 
traditions, the only difference being that the Croats were con· 
verted to Roman Catholicism, . while the Serbs became the 
converts of Greek priests ; and hence arose their existing religious 
differences. The Slavs of Eastern Thrace were conquered in 
the seventh century by a race of intruders closely allied to the 
Magyars of Hungarr, and kno\:n as Bn!gars. Their desc~n
dants \Yere the dommant class m Bulgana, and had the high 
cheek bones and oblique eyes of their race. The speaker con
cluded by describing the various migrations of the Russian 
Slavs. 

Prof. Daniel Wilson, F.R.S.E., of Toronto University, read 
a pape1· On some American Illustrations o_f the Evolution o_f Ntw 

Varieties ~J ll-Jan.-He said abundant traces were apparent of 
the intrmion into Europe in prehi storic times of one or more 
races superior alike in physical type and in the arts upon which 
progress depends to the primitive races. Furthermore it was 
assumed that an admixture took place between a fair, tall, 
intrusive race and the primitive Australioicl savage of \Vestern 
Europe, resulting in the so-called Melanochroi, still abundant in 
Britain, France, and elsewhere. On turning to the American 
Continent, they saw vast regions occupied exclusively, until a 
comparatively recent date, by tribes of savage hunters, upon 
whom the highly civilizecl races of Spain, France, and England 
have intruded with results in many respects so strikingly accord
ant \i-ith the supposed evolution of the Melanochroi of modern 
Europe, that they seemed to look upon an illustrative series of 
ethnological experiments carried on, on the amplest scale, and 
begetting synthesis altogether confirmatory of previous inductions. 
The intermingling of very diverse races at present taking place 
on the American Continent, was indeed complex and varied. 
Hybridity was the result on a great scale, and the process had 
already been perpetuated sufficiently long to beget important 
indications of the possible evolution of permanant hybrid 
varieties. A new race, as among the tribes of half:breeds of 
Manitoba, was seen as it were in the very process of evolution; 
while, sheltered within the remote Arctic North, man could be 
stndied among the Esquimaux in conditions closely analogous to 
those which are ascribed to post-pliocene if not to pre-glacial 
man. In the abrupt collision of the civilized races of Et1rope 
\vith the American aborigines, it had been taken for granted 
that the latter were doomed to inevitable extinction, and were to 
be replaced by the purely intrusive race of the Old World. A 
growing feeling was manifested now, alike in the United States 
and in Can~da, in favour of the idea that the Indian population 
was not wholly disappearing by extinction, that a much larger 
amount of healthful intermixture ancl consequent absorption had 
taken place than unobservant critics had any conceptio11° of, and 
that the native Indian element was a factor in the population of 
the New World, destined to exercise an enduring influence on 
the ethnical character of the Euromerican race. If so, and the 
result was to be the perpetuation of permanent traces of the 
native American man in the mixed race of settlers by whom the 
vast forests and prairies of the New \Vorld were being con
verted to the nses of civilized communities, rivalling Europe in 
all the highest elements of progress, it would be no more than 
had been already recognised in the mixed races of Europe. 

Mr. A. L. Lewis read a paper On the Evils arising- fiwn the 
Use of H istorical iYationa! Names and Scimtijic Terms. -The 
propositions endeavoured to be established by Mr. Lewis were: 
(r) That there 1Yere at the first population of Europe certain 
primitive race,, of which three are particularly described; (2) 
that these races are so mixed at the present day that representa
tives of them appear not only in most European nation$, but in 
the same families, and among children of the same parents ; (3), 
that notwithstanding this mixture, and the ~ects which it must 
permanently have, racial character displays an astonishing per
manence ; (4) that this mixture, being so slow in its effects, and 
yet having become so general, has probably been at work, and 
for a \'ery great length of time, so great that the peoples to 
whom the earliest history of Europe introduces us were probably 
nearly as mnch mixed as those of the present day; (5) that it is 
desirable to discontinue the use of the political names of those 
people '1S ethnic names, and to employ others based on the 
physical characteristics of the individuals; (6) that while physical 
characteristics are the only basis for a true division into races 
yet in any practical application of this division, we must consic\e; 
the influence upon in~ividnals of d(~erent races of a community 
of language, whose history or trad1t10n must not be lost sio-ht 
of, although these things do not prove community of race, but 
only the cont:ict :it some time or other of the races to whom they 
are no,v comu1011. 

Prof. Hnxley said the subject of tl:e p~per was one of import
~nce, not merely on ethnological or sc1ent1fic grounds, but because 
1t was unfortunately the source of a great many practical fallacies 
which have had, and in fact still have, a very important poli
tical influence. He doubted very much whether there_ was any 
deliberate system of misnomer which was workino- more mischief 
in this world than the preposterous talk abo1~t the national 
qualities of the Celt and the Saxon. He had taken the liberty a 
number of years ago of getting himself into hot water by trying 
to awaken people's attention to what was the effect with regard 
to the use of thece terms, and to the sort of mischief that was 
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being done by nsing them in the exceedingly ~1:--1.ppro]2riate 
manner in which they were naturally used by political wnters. 
His conclusions then were entirely in accordance with those 
which Mr. Lewis had just now brought before them. He (Prof. 
Huxley) believed that if _the1:e .was a p~oposition in ethnology 
which was capable of h1stoncal proof 1t was that, so far as 
physical characteristics were concerned, the ancient Gauls-as 
was the opinion of the Roman and Greek historians-were 
persons of precisely the same physical peculiarities as the ancient 
Teutons ·known to the same· hbtorians. In fact, there was a 
most extraordinary ·correspondence to the· phraseology in which 
th e Teutons are described by a well-known writer, and those in 
which the earlier historians described the Ganlish invaders of the 
Roman Empire ani;l the· Greek Kingdom. That he believed to 
be beyond all question, and so far as physical. characteristics 
went, he did not believe that there was a shred of evidence to show 
that the persons who spoke Celtic dialects at the time they made 
thei,· appearance in ,v estern Enrope were in any physical respect 
different fr~ thos~ who spoke the older Teutonic dialect, and 
not only. that there was no difference, but there was .a most extra
ordina:i'y,r.esemblance, inasmuch. as those stocks when they came 
into contact with the civilised world were described in the same 
tenl}s~as st\lrcly, fair,hairecl people, with fair skins, and what he 
thought without any exaggeration may be described as a remark
able shortness of temper. He would not enter now into the 
interesting questions which Mr. Lewis had raised. The delibe
rate conclhsions which were drawn from this subject with regard 
to the real distinction of race in our islands were, that the people 
of some particular rnce were marked by a tendency to certain 
soci:i,l organizations and certain peculiar mental constitutions. 
Now he dared say that might be so. He could not-no person 
who . was a professional zoologist could-fail to entertain the 
most exalted ideas of the influe·nce of race, and he had no doubt 
there was great influence; but what he did very much doubt was 
whether they had the smallest means of knowing what at the 
same time was the amount of influence exerted on the people of 
this country by the different ethnological elements which compose 
it. Let any one who listened to the talk about national character
istics, and what was said about ·,particular institutions being 
imposs ible for some of the people of these islonds and possible 
fo1· others-let him carry his mind back for the last twenty 
year., and think what was at that time said about the German 
peJple. Great writers of public opinion at that time were never 
tired of enlarging on the saying of one great German, that while 
tl:te Empire of France was on the land, and that of the British 
on the sea, the Germans !:tad the e1~1pire of the air ; but they 
proved themselves during the last fifteen years to be about as 
practical and hard-fisted a people as any that existed at 
the present time in the universe ; and we did not hear anythino
of the Teutonic dreamers since the battle of Sedau. H~ 
belicYed that we knew so little about the races that it was im
possible to disentangle what any pai-ticular nation was. ,v e did 
on the other hand, know that there was a great deal of human 
nature in all kinds of men, and of social conditions which 
exercise an enormous influence. He thought he would en
deavour to make out what in any given race ·at the present 
time was clue to the pre-existing social and political relations
and when he had sifted that he would have some reason to talk 
of residuum as -being the consequence of race influence. He 
himself did not believe, taking any one section of the British 
empire-whether Scotch or English or Irish-he did not believe 
that race· has any appreciable influence npon their social and 
political condition of the present clay. That was to say, his 
impression was that if the south-eastern parts of the British 
empire, the county of Kent! for instance, had been snbject to 
JUSt the same sort of conditions for 400 or 500 years as, he 
would say, ,_ Connemara and Galway, he should expect the results 
to be as neady. as possible the same ; and it was a curions fact 
of ethnological study that those parts of Ir:elancl which are 
supposed to exhibit in the most marked manner. these character
istics, some'.imes ~o~p!imentary and s<;>metimes uncomplimentary, 
were those 111 which 1t ;:ouicl be proved to demonstration that the 
No~man_ancl English elements were most predominant. 

Captain .R. F, [Burton . read . ,a paper entitled . Notts on the 
7ribes o//'di4ian.-The country once belonged to the Moabites, 
Amn:ionites, and Amale!dtes of .Scripture, but the tribes now 
inhabiting it were comparatively .modern. They were a mixed 
race.. The inhabitants. of the uplands were fairer in complexion 
iJ,11C] more. fleshy and muscular tha.n the dwellers in the lowlands, 
who were more dark and slender. Some of the higher classes 

were decidedly handsome, having erect muscular figur.,s, straight 
features, black hair, and olive-coloured skins, fine eyes, restless 
ancl piercing, though tl:teir beards were rather thin. Longevity 
was rare amongst them in consequence of incessant fatigue, 
indifferent nourishment, and want of cleanline,s. The inner 
man was not so easily described. Their chief characteristics 
were strong social affections, eternal suspiciousness, extreme 
pugnacity, and proportionate revengefnlness. Their sociability 
was extreme, and they made great sacrifices for one another. 

Prof. ,v. H. Flower read a paper On the 111dhods and Results 
of llfeasui-ing the Capacity ef Ci-ania.-Of all the measurement& 
by which they could determine the difference between the human 
sknlls of people of one race and of a · foreign race, perhaps the 
most. important was that which gave the cubic capacity of the 
great cavity of the skull which contained the brain; Many ways· 
of ascertaining it had been tried. Some persons laid great stress 
on the weight of the brain, but for his part he thought that on 
the whole if the capacity of the skull could be got it would be 
more valuable. The weight of the brain differed very much 
according to the age or physical conditions of the person ·when 
lie died, and there were certain diseases which went to increase 
the specific gravity. But when the actual capacity of skull was 
found they had · the actnal capi,city of the brain at the time of 
health. There w~.s another very important reason why they laid 
stress on obtidning the capacity of the crania in preference to the 
other method. It was because all their museums now contained 
a number of skulls from different parts of th.e earth, some of 
which were very inaccessible to scientific observation, and it was, 
of course, impossible to ascertain the actual weight of the brains 
of these people after death. Then, again; how could they get 
the capacity of the skull by the weight of the brains in cases 
where the races had become extinct, such as the Tasmanians; 
many of the Polynesians, the ancient Britons, ·and the ancient 
Irish, and others, specimens of whose skulls they possessed, and 
by which they could ascertain the capacity of the bt·ain? He 
supposed he ·would be expected to say at once whether he attri
buted any great and direct importance to the weight and age of 
the brain as an indication of intelligence. \Veil, he thought it 
was one of the very many points that had to be considered in 
this question; but he thought there were a great many otber 
things to be remembered in this view of the question. For 
imtance many people had large brains and did not know how to 
use them; and some who know how to use them did not try lo 
do it. They would see that many of the races that were natu
rally considered the higher races, and had taken the lead in 
the civifoation of the world, had undoubtedly larger cranial 
capacities than the peoples who were· at the bottom of the 
ladder of civilisation. He would never accept the mere fact 
of a man's head being large as an indicat ion of superior intelli
gence, but it was one point to be considered. The measurement 
of the skull was not only an important but it was also "- difficult 
work, more difficult in fact than a great many people supposed, 
and · a great many of the uncertain results that had been 
obtained on this subject were owing to the persons who 
had taken the matter in hand not having yet discovered the 
best and most certain method of carrying out the investigation. 
A large number of measurements published were only of an 
approximate value, owing to the numerous fallacies and difficul
ties experienced in arriving at a satisfactory method of measure
ment. · Nothing, apparently, could be easier than to take a 
s!rnll and stop the cavities, and pour. some fluid into it and ,then 

· ponr it out and measure it, but they could not do this with the 
skull; as the bone was very porous and full of minute invisible 
holes, through which the fluid soaked as it wonld through. a 
sponge. • It was only by making the skull waterproof that they 
could seek to measure its cavity by a fluid. He .had a skull by 
him which had been so prepared, The large holes had been 
filled with ·wax and the skull soaked in melted .paraffin, which 
filled up the minute cavities, and when it was cooled it was af< 
impervious to any fluid as clelf. But the materials . that had to 
be used in· testing the capacity of the .skull must be something 
soli:d. · -Various things, such as shot, grain, .. &c., . had been. med. 
He would pass over the various methods that had been tried and 
failed; and which would be found.recorded in the Transactw11s 
of the Anthropological Society · of Paris; .and ·speak of two 
methods which at the present time meet with the greatest amount 
of success; One was the method of Mohs. Broca, and. the 
other the method of Mr ·Busk The latter had shown such good 
reasons for his-plan that he th~ught it particularly safe_ to t1:Y it, 
and after doing so he had aclopt.etl it with some mod1fic~.t1ornr, 
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l fo fi l!cc\ the skull wjth mustard seed well shaken, and pressed 
rn to 1t with the thnmb, and then poured into a Ion<>' wooden box 
w ith g!a,s sides in it, in which it was well shake; and pressed 
clo\rn. The figures on the gl~ss indicated the spaces filled. This 
he thought was the most satisfactory way as yet invented, and 
they could hardly_hope for better. He always kept his experi· 
ment~l skull b]'. l111n when measuring other skulls, in order that 
he might occas10nally go back on it to see if he had gone wrong. 
N ow, as to the measurement of the skulls of the different race;; 
of the_humanfamily, a very important point to consider, a·nd a 
,·ery diffi cult one, was the sexes because there was a "reat differ
e,nce in the size of the sk1;1lls; a much greater diff~rence than 
tnerc was between men of different faces To c,et the averao-e of 
any race they must get a large number of skull;, and he nmst say 
their coilection was very insufficient at present. According to a 
coa1parison between the skulls of sixty- three men of vatious 
race,, and skulls of twenty-four women, the size of the woman's 
sbtll to the man's was as 854 to 1,000. The largest normal 
skull be had ever measured was as much as 2,075. He knew 
nothing of its history. It might have been the head of a great 
philosopher, but unfortnnately they were not in the habit of 
get ting the heads of philosophers in theil' museum. Nearly dl 
the English skulls were those of persons ii~ the lowest _ranks of 
life. It was these they had to compare with the specnnens <:f 
other races. The smallest head he had measured was 960 cent!· 
metres, and that belonged to one of those peculiar people in the 
centre of Ceylon, who were now nearly extinct. The largest 
avernge capacity of any human head he had measured was that 
of a race of long, flat-headed people on the West Coast of 
Africa. The Laplanders and Esqnimaux, who were a very 
small people, had very large skulls. The latter gave an average 
measnrcment of 1,546. He then came to the English skull, 
which was nearly the same size-r,542; bnt, as be had said, 
they belonged to the lower grades of English skulls, He could 
not tell them anything about Irish skulls, for there was not a 
single specimen of the Irish skull in any London museum. The 
inhabitants of the Canary Islands give a capacity of r,498; the 
T ,1. prnese, I, 486 ; the Chinese, I, 424 ; the modern Italian, 
1,475; the ancient Egyptian, 1,464; the true Polynesians, 
r, 45,,; uegroes of various kinds, r,377; the Kaffirs, r,348; 
II.incloos, r,306. They then came to the Australian aborigines, 
who we,·e amongst the smallest, only giving an average of 1,283. 
There were two races still below the Australians, namely, the 
Anclamanese, who were a very diminutive people, with a capacity 
of 1, 220, and the Vedclahs, of Ceylon, who had an avernge 
~kull. 

T he President (Prof. Huxley) said he might, without hesita
tion, offer the best thanks of the Section to Prof. Flower for the 
important and interesting paper he had just read. Persons not 
ord inarily occupied with scientific pursuits might_ not be a'o:are 
of the amount of care that had to be taken when 1t was desired 
to do any good in scientific matters in obtaining data, which 
cb.ta would, when obtained, pack into the very smallest possible 
results . It would be seen what care was required to obtain 
measurements of the cubical contents of the skulls, and yet the 
whole of the labour, if Mr. Flower published his paper, as he 
hoped he would, would go into the space occup!ed by _the three 
or four rows of fio-ures. There was one very rnterestrng qnes· 
t ion he wished to put to Mr. Flower:-·.vhether it was possible 
to establish not only a series of absolute measurements of the 
capacit ies of the skull, but also s_ome kind of index of capacity 
in which can be expressed the ratio of capacity of the skull to 
the stature of the person to whom it belonged, or if it was 
impossible to obtain that, yet even to obtain such data as would 
show the relation between the contents of the skull and the 
iength of the part of the skull which was, as it were, the 
foundation of the skull. 

Department of Anatomy and Physiology. 

On a Direct lv[ethod _for Determining the Calorific Power ef 
/1/imentary Substances, by J. A. Wanklyn an~ W. J. Cooi:er:
The amount of oxygen consumed cbY an orga:1-ic substance bemg 
the measure of its heat-producing force, the 1mporl~nce to phy
siologists of a direct and ra~id n:iet~od f~r measm:rng the con
s.umption of oxygen in orgam~ flmd~ 1s o~v1ous.. It _,swell know_n 
that an elementary cmnbust10n ~ ill e~ect th~s obJect, ~ut, as 1s 
likewise well known, the great difficulties which beset 1t render 
i t unavailable for phy~ological researches. The proc~ss by 
whicli we obtain all the results of an_elementary combustion ca_n 
he completed in ab:mt an h9ur, and m the course of our expen-

men ts on various or,,anic substance, we have been enabled to 
get an amount of ox"ygen absorbed which is equal to the theo
retical quantity required by the substance operated upon. In 
point of fact, we have so modified Forchhammer's process as to 
make it work in a satisfactory manner. 

Forchhammer's process, as hitherto practised, does not effe~t_ 
anything app1'oximating to complete oxidation d_o\vn to car~~mc 
acid and water, as was illustrated by some expenments publtsned 
by Frankland ·and Armstrong in 1868 (vide Chem. Soc. J'ourn., 
vol. vi. p. 82), which we quote:-

Name of ~ubstance 
(30 parts dissolved 
in I ,000,000 parts 

o[ water). 

Gum arabic 
Cane-sugar 
Starch 

Oxygen 
absorbed 
during 

:Six hours. 

o·35 
0·15 
0·30 

Oxygen 
required 

for complete , 
oxidat.on. 

showing that, as usually carr'.ed out, the oxidising process does 
not avail to accomplish more than about one-hundredth part of 
the task set before it. ·· 

The modifications whereby we have completely a1tered the 
character of the Forchhammer process are as fo llows:-

Instead of simply mixing the standard solution of perman
ganate with the water to be examined, we distil a given volume 
of the water (say I litre) with a considerable excess of standard 
solution of permanganate, and thereby get more oxidising action 
than in the ordinary operation. · We find advantage in having 
the liquid strong! y alkaline during the distillation ; but we render 
it acid before titrating the residue. 

Mr. Lawson Tait, F.R.C.S., read a paper entitled Note on tl1e 
Occurrence ef a Sacral Dimple nnd its P ossible Significance.-Some 
years ago he noticed casually the occurrence of a curious pit-like 
depression or dimple in the skin over the lower bones of the 
sacrum amongst the patients of the hospital for women to which 
he was attached. He paid no special attention to it until about 
two years ago, when an instance came under his notice of a 
woman in whom it was well marked, and in all of whose children 
it was to be observed. Three of them, all girls, had it strongly 
pronounced ; and in one, the eldest, about eight years of age, 
he found the best marked instnnce he had yet seen. It was 
quite a centimetre in depth, and it expanded outward, so that its 
mouth had a diameter of about 13 millimetres. This circum
stance induced him to make observatfons as to the frequency of 
its occurrence in some hundreds of women passing under his 
notice, and he found that in 55 per cent. no trace of it was 
visible, that in 22 per cent. it was fain tly marked, and in 23 per 
cent. it was well marked. Occasionally two depressions were 
present instead of one, both being in the middle line always, 
and si tuated from half an inch to an inch and a half apart. The 
average age of the women, in whom it was well marked, was 
slightly over 32 years, whereas that of t~ose in whom it could 
not be observed was nearly 45, from winch he concluded that 
it had a tendency to disappear with advancing age. The same 
inference was to be drawn from observations made by Dr. A. 
H. Carter at the Children's Hospital. The prevalence of this 
curious mark was suggestive that it must be a remainder_from some 
embryonic process co~mected with the neural canal _and !ts ~losure. 
The explanation wlu ch he was about to offer of its s1gmficance 
must be viewed charitably, and as the result of an accidental 
observation. Mr. Tait then gave an account of the appearance 
presented by the body of a kitten remarkable as having no tail. 
The mother was a favourite cat in a district where there 
were no tailless tom cats. The lady who presented it to him 
told him that during the whole of the kitten's brief life water 
was seen to nm from the spot whe_re the tail ought to have been, 
which water was industriously removed by the mother. The 
kitten took nourishment, and moved about after the fashion of 
new-born kittens, but did not appear to use its hind legs. On 
examining the body he found a small aperture through which 
fluid could still be pressed, and on opening this carefully he 
found that it passed . through a deficiency of the neural arches 
of the sacrnm, directly into the cavity of the spinal cord. At 
this point the cord broke up into its ultimate branches, and the 
tail was represented just as it is in other tailless vertebrates, the 
neural arches being inclosecl, and the caudal vertebra being 
represented by only three _ elongated centra, envelopecl in a 
slight fold of skin, just as in the Manx cat and in the Guinea 
pig. The study of a number of human sacra revealed the 
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curious fact that they differed very materially. The sacrum is 
generally figtued as being composed of. five vertebral elements, 
bu! he had freqnently fonnd six, and 111 one case seven. A 
friend had told him that he had seen one with only four. Of 
the five usnal sacral vertebrre the tw0 lower are generally figured 
as havincr gaps in the neural arches, but it was hi5 experience 
that it w';;s more usual to find the gap also in the third, and he 
had seen sacra in which there was only one neural arch. He 
had not studied the sacra and coccyges of any of the tailless 
vertebrata but the guinea pig, but even in it he had found curious 
variations, chiefly in the length and number of the coccygeal 
centre, and he assumed that in such an early type such variations 
must of necessity be less marked than in the later one,. He 
thouo-ht it likely that spina bifida was not confined to the human 
anim~l. In the human animal its most common seat is the 
sacral and lower lumbar vertebrre. It \Vas fair to assume, 
therefore, that in a tailed vertebrate it would occur more 
frequently in the tail than elsewhere. . If . t)lis be the case, 
and if, like,vise, it ever does occur amJngst animals not domesti
cated, it will most certainly occur occasionally that a tailless 
vertebrate will, by reason of a spina bifida, be born of properly 
tailed parents. If the deformity was sufficiently high up 
to destroy the tail, yet not high enough to interfere with 
the nervous supply to the posterior limbs, then he might 
survive in the struggle for existence, provided the tail was 
not essential to life. They could easily imagine that under 
favourable circumstances a monkey born with this change 
in his economy might strike out a new line of life, breed 
tailless children, and by the change of other structure ne
cessitated by the new method of life, introduce a new variety 
of monkey. Those who were still opposed to the evolutionary 
view of cree.tion might sneer at this as a series of "ifs," but 
they must be reminded that the whole of 1.ife-individual and 
collcctive-:s but a change of circumstances, precedent to any 
one of which an "if" can be introclncecl, and that had "if" 
really 1ieen effective the whole chain would have been different 
from that point, W'hat, then, was the significance which might 
be attached to the sacral dimple which wa5 the subject of the 
paper? Looking at it surgically there could be no question that 
it was a cicatrix. What he ventured to suggest was that it was 
the hereditary cicatrix of the spina bijida by which the human 
tail had been lost. Such a suggestion was of course open to 
ridicule, bnt only, he ventured to think, in the minds of the 
incantions or the ignorant. That man was once a tailed verte
brate was beyo nd doubt, and that he lost his tail was, of course, 
equally evident. He was not the only vertebrnte who had lost 
a tail, and in whatever way those tails had been lost they had 
evidently all been lost in the same way. Now, curiously enough, 
they Imel an animal living in one of the sister isles of which not 
a o-enus, nor a species, nor a variety, but a mere family had lost 
its''tail; he referred of course to the Manx cat. He had obtained 
some of these cats from the Isle of Man, and he was quite 
certain. that if they knew the history of this curious family of 
cats they should know exactly how all the vertebrates which arc 
now tailless became so, and he felt very confident that the Manx 
cats Jost their tails through the occurrence, within very recent 
times, of a tom cat with a spina bijida placed exactly where it 
was in the case of the kitten he had referred to. A limited area 
like Man would present the most favourable c'rcumstances for 
the protection and propagation of such a variation ; for he 
(Mr. Tait) had already elsewhere pointed out that the busby tail 
of such animals as the cat served chiefly for the purpose of 
maintainino- temoerature, and in the mild and equal climate of 
the charmi';°;o- isla.nd a tailless cat would have little hardship to 
cndurc. It' could not have survived, however, in any place 
where snow lay long on the ground. In the few Manx cats he 
had examined he had seen no trace of dimple, nor had he seen 
any appearance of it in the guinea pig; but these negative _results 
did not seem to him to be important. What would be impor
tant would be the examination of a number of tailless monkeys, 
especially young ones. If in these no dimple was to be found, 
then he feared they should have to look forward to some other 
history for this curious cicatrix. 

The president said he was not inclined to take the same view 
as Mr. Lawson Tait as to the means by which the tail in the 
human species had been got rid of. It appeared to him that 
what Mr. Tait had described was more likely to be the remains 
of infantile spina bijida. It was all very well for human beings 
to object to their having tails, but, as a matter of fact, they had 
tails, thoucrh they had disappeared to very small dimensions, in 
which the; now existed in the h'.rn,an family. 

Department o/ Zoolo.;''Y and Botany. 

On the Re11!ains o/ a Permian Fauna in N?rfh America, by 
Prof. E. D. Cope, U.S.A.-Prof. Cope descnbed the remaies 
of a fauna, now extinct, which had inhabited North America 
during the period of geologic time next succeeding the coal mea
sures, which is known as the Permian. He had first ascertained 
its existence through specimens sent from Illinois in I 87 5, but 
had discovered much larger deposits of similar animals in Texas. 
The characters of the latter showed that they were to be referred 
to the cla·sses Reptilia and Batrachia. A number of o-eneric 
types of reptiles were mentioned, most of which are ~harac
terised by tbe notochordal vertebrze. He particulari~ed the 
characters of the dentition of D iadectes ancl Bolosa11n1s, where the 
teeth are transverse to the long axis of the jaws. He entered 
mor.e fully into the structure of C!epsydrops, Cope, where almost 
the entire skeleton had been discovered. This includes clawed 
lizards, with large canine teeth and several incisors, humerus 
without condyles, but with supracondylar foramen; reptilian 
posterior limb; boat-shaped pelvis, without obturator foramen, 
and with the neural spines of the sacral vertebrre greatly elevated 
(in C. natalis). There are small intercentra between the inferior 
parts of the adjacent centra, which suppcrt the chevron bones in 
the tail. 

The Batrachia display remarkable characters of the vertebral 
column. In Cricotus the intercentra are developed so as to 
resemble centra, so that the column appears to consist of two 
kinds of vertebrre alternating with each other. A neural arch 
of the caudal series stands equally on centrnm and intercentrnm, 
but the intercentrum only bears the chevron bone. 

Sir J. Lubbock read a paper On the .Habits o/ A11ts.-The 
author ob£ervecl that he had kept about thirty species of ants in 
confinement. They throve well, and he had some specimens 
which he had kept since 1874. They were probably bred in the 
previous year, and would now, therefore, be five years old. He 
also referred briefly to the other insects which were kept by 2.nts 
in their nests, and especially to aphide", some species of which 
are kept and carefully tended by the ants throughout the winter,. 
though at that season they are not of any use. He referred 
shortly to his experiments on the senses of ants. Their sense o.f 
smell is very delicate, though much more so in some species 
than in others. On the contrary, he had never observed any 
proof that they are capable of hearing. As regards sight, he 
had been able to satisfy himself that they were capable of <li~
tinguishing colours, and that they are, for instance, very sensi -
tive to violet. The ants of a nest not only knew one another, 
but they reme111bered one another even after a year's separation; 
and he recorded some experiments by which he attempted to 
ascertain how the recognition is effected. He also referrec\ 
briefly to the insects which are domestice.ted by ants, and gave 
a short account of the slave-making species, which are (at least 
in one case) entirely dependent on their slaves, and would perish 
even in the midst of plenty if left to themselves. He kept some 
of these ants, however, alive for months by giving them a slave 
for an hour a day to clean and feed them. The communities of 
ants, he said, offer numerous analogies to those of men, and the 
difference in the habits of the various species of ants are also in 
this respect not without interest. The slr,ve-making ants, in
deed, represent an abnormal and, perhaps, only a temporary 
state of things, for it is not impossible that the slave-making 
species will eventually find it impossible to compete with those 
which are more self-dependent and have reached a higher phase 
of civilisation. But putting thesf! species on one side, we find 
in the different species of ants difterent conditions of life cnriomly 
answering to the earlier stages of human progress-namely, the 
hunting and pastoral, and even to the agricultural. For instance, 
some species, such as Formica jitsca, live principally on the 
produce of the chase, for, though they feed partly on the honey
dew of aphides, they have not domesticated these insects. These 
species probably retain the habits once common to all ants. 
They resemble moreover the lower races of men who subsist 
mainly by hunting. Like these, they live in comparatively small 

. communities, and the instincts of collective action are little deve
loped among them. They hunt singly, and their battl~s are 
single combats like those of early history. Such sp~c1es_ as. 
Lasius flavus represent a distinctly higher type of s?c1al h~e .. 
They may literally be said to have domesticated certam species·. 
of aphides, and may be compared to the pastoral stage of hu:nan. 
progress, to the races which live on the produce of their flocks: 
and herds. Their communities are more numerous, they act
more in concert, their battles are no mere single combats, but 
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they know how to act in combination. Sir J ohn was -disposed 
to hazard the conjecture that they "·ill gradually exterminate the 
mere hunting species, just as savages disappear before more 
advanced races. Lastly, the agricultural nations may be com
pared with the harvesting ants, none of \Yhich, h owever, live in 
our country. ·when he first began keepina ants, Sir John sur
rounded the nests by mo1ts of water. Thi~ acted y;ell, but the 
water re_quired conti1rnal renewing, especiaily of course in 
summer, Just when the ants were most active. At length, how
ever, i11 considering the habits of ants and their relation to 
fl owers, another plan occurred to him. The hairs by which 
plants are clothed are of various forms, and fulfil v1rious func
tions. One is to prevent ants and other creeping insects from 
climbing up the plants s} as to obtain access to the flowers, and 
thus rob them of their honey. It occurred ti} him, therefore, 
that instead of water he might use fur, arranged so that the hairs 
pointed downwards. This he found to ans1yer perfectly; and 
he mentioned it specially because the same an-angement may 
perhct ps be found practically useful in hot climates. It is, of 
course, very possiL!e, indeed, that the tropical species might 
1,c able to climb up the fur, or that for other reasons the plan 
might fail-the fur itself, for instance, might be devoured-but, 
a\ any rate, th e experiment \YOU]d be worth trying. I t is gene
rally stated that the queens alone lay eggs. This, however, 
appears not to be the case. The workers do sometimes, though 
only as exceptions, lay eggs; but it is curious that their eggs 
always appear to produce males. 

Sir \V alter Elliott made a few observations 011 t!ie Annual 
l11crease of t!te Com mon Vole (Arvico!a agrestis) o.f late Years.-In 
the spring of 1876 they appeared in such numbers in the hill 
pa,ture farms of the border districts between England ancl Scot· 
bnd, and p:u-ts of Yorkshire and \Vensleydale, as to destroy the 
graz ing grvuncl on ?which the sheep depended in spri ng, causing 
:serious loss to the farmers by impoveri shment and death of stock. 

Dr. R. H. Trnqnair read a paper 011 t!te Cmus Ctenodus 
(Agassiz).-The object of the paper ,ms to suggest the great 
prnbability of the identity of the genus Campyloplenron of 
Huxley with Ctenodus of Agassiz. Should that be the case, 
Ctenoclns will differ more from the old reel sandstone genus 
Dipterus than is nsually supposed, as in Camplyoplenron there 
i.,, as in the recent Ceratodns, a continuous dorsocaudal fin. 

Aberrant Sacrum connected with. t!te Oblique Peh•is.-Dr. 
Alb1 Thomson, F. R.S., showed a number. of sacra exempli
fying the irregularity which he regarded as the canse of oblique 
pe!.vis. He referred to simihr developmental irreguluities 
,.,ccnrring in the lower animals, and exhibited one specimen 
namdy, the skelelon of a wombat-where the irregularity was 
one-si(led, as is the common c;;use of the oblique pelvis in the 
hmncm subject. 

Prof. Macalister, Dr. Lawson Tait, and Dr. H arvey took part 
rn the discussion, and all the speakers agreed that the develop
mental cause must be considered the usual one, and in ignoring 
the occasional occurrence of this form as resulting from disease. 

l\fr. R. W. Sinclair read a paper On Recmt Additions to t!te 
lrisl, L epidoptera.-In his paper he mentioned fif ty-four species 
nc"· to the Irish list. Mr. Sinclair said that it was very remark
a ble that of the larcre nnmber ·of fen and m~rsh insects that 
occur in Eno-land, h,;;·diy one-third occur in Ireland ; for in
stan-:e, in tl;e genus Leucanidre, out of the thirty-one English 
,pecies only thirteen are Irish. 

J\'fr. C. Spence- Bate, F.R. S. , presented a report On tiI.e 
P;·,smt State of our ICnow!eds·e of t!te Cntsf<icea.-This paper 
fonnccl Part 4 of the series, and was on development. Mr. 
Spence-Bate also read a paper On t!te TVi!!emlJ!si,i C,·oup of 
Cn,stacra i 1i tl1e '·' C!tallmger " Collection. These had all been 
stated to be animals without even the rndiments of eyes, and 
appeared to correspond very closely with the genus ~escribed 
from the Mediterranean as Polycheles. The author pomted out 
that not only were the animals of t~e group not bl!nd, but that 
they had eyes of varying proportions. _The species of th~se 
o-enera were taken at thirteen different stat10ns, at depths varymg 
fro1.; r 20 to r, 900 fathoms, and chiefly on soft bottOJ?- of mud 
or o-Jobio-erina ooze a11d he thought they might safely mfer that 
thc"'enti:C group ar~ dependent upon the natm:e ?f the bott~m 
for their existence and that their o-eneral form 1s m accord with 
the habits of an a~imal that burro~vs in the:cleep sea ooze, which 
has been selected as its best adapted food. 

Mr. H. H. Howorth, F.S.A., ~ea~ a pa~er On t!te f!xtinction 
ol t!te 1/fammoth in Siberia, the principal obiect of whi;h was to 
deal with the difficulties that snrrounded the explanat10n as to 

the mode in which the animal became extinct. After looking at 
the problem from every side, he had come to the conclusion that 
there had been a sudden and violent change of climate in S iberia 
which had frozen the previously soft ground, and had also pre
served the mammoths as in a huge meat safe. Although the 
mammoth had even originally lived in the place where he was 
now found, it was impossible that he conld live there now, owing 
to the absence in that part of the food which would be necessary 
to sustain him. Such trees as he used to live on were only now 
to be found about 500 miles from the spot where his remains 
were discovered. The natural corollary that followed from this 
theory was that something similar must be postulated with regard 
to other regions. The conditions in which the elephant was 
found in Siberia were precisely similar to those in which it was 
fonnd in the north-western part of Russian-America, and pre
cisely the same as those in the Great Lakes, where the mammoth 
itself was found, and it could not, therefore, be doubted that the 
mammoth lived in Europe and America with the same food and 
surroundings as it did in Siberia. 

SECTION E.-GE0GRAPHY. 

Captain Burton read a paper On t!te Land of Midi,m, giving 
an account of his recent explorations in that region, which have 
already been referred to in these pages. 

Dr, Phene read a paper On t!te acquisition of Cyprus, and 
Observations on some Islands in t!te Le-var.t wit!t ~ e.ference to 
R ecent Discoveries. T he author, who had recently made a pro
longed and carefnl voyage of research in the Levant, described 
the physical feciture; of the islands of Chios, Mitylene, Lemnos, 
Imbros, Thasos, and Samothrace. He selected Samothrace for 
ascent, and was, so far as he could learn on the island, the only 
European, not being a native, who had made the ascent, which 
was very difficult. The height was slightly over 5,000 feet. 
The climates, culture, and salubrity of the different islands were 
dwelt on. Cyprus had a variety of climate, so that the debility 
produced by the heats in the south could be relieved by a retreat 
to the northern coast, which was cooled by the breezes coming 
from the Karamanian Mountains, while in some inland parts 
were rich woods abounding with game and objects for the 
chase. 

Major ·wilson, Director of the Ordnance Survey of Ireland, also 
read a paper On Cyprus. · 

Lient. Kitchener, R .E., in a paper On a Survey of Galilee, 
gave an account of the progress of the work of the Palestine 
Exploration Fund in that region. The great work on which the 
Society has been employed for the last six years, is a map of 
Palestine on the model of the Ordnance Survey of England and 
Irelaud . The map of Palestine on the one-inch scale has now 
been completed. Lieut. Kitchener then detailed the progress 
of himself and his predecessors in th e work of surveying ancl 
in exploring ancient remains and sites. At the end of this year, 
if funds are available, an expedition will start to explore the 
sites of the most sacred scenes of the N ew Testament history
the northern shores of the Se", of Galilee, where undonbtecl[y 
Capernaum, Chorazin , and Bethsaicla still exist. I n addition 
to this the expedition will m '.1. ke a thorough survey of the 
unknown c:mntry forming the eastern shores of that sea, on the 
same scale and with the same accuracy as the present survey. 
They hope also to rescue from the hands of that ruthless de
stroyer, the uneducated Arab, one of the most in!eres_ting n~ins 
in Palestine, the Synagogue of Capernaum, which 1s rapidly 
disappearing, owing to the stones b eing burnt for lime. 

Mr. W. H . Dall, of the U. S. Survey, gave an interesting 
account of its recent exploration in Alaska, some of the results of 
which we have referred to in NATURE. 

SECTION F.-ECON0MICAL SCIENCE AND STATISTICS. 

A paper by Prof. Jevons was read On the Periodicity of Crises 
and its P!tysical Explanation.-Various reasons, ·such as wars, 
trades unions, luxurious living, &c., had been given as explanations 
of the now constantly recurring depression of trade. Such ex
planations he (Prof. Jevons) did not consider satisfactory. 
D epressioH of trade had occurred during the present century 
with remarkable regularity at intervals of ten years. Sir John 
Herschel had attempted to find a connection between certain 
meteorological phenomena and the price of corn in Europe, If 
we traced backward from 1866, when a very great depression of 
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trade took place, it ·was to be observed that_ in 1857 an equally 
severe commercial crisis took place both m England and the 
United States. The year l 847 was memorable for the excessive 
number of bankruptcies, and in 1839 and 1836 crises took place 
in Enaland, while in 1837 the crisis took place in the United 
States~ Some exceptional cattse appeared to have broken up the 
crisis into minor crises, From 1837 they progressed II or 12 
years to the great bnbble year, 1825. The paper went on to 
show that dtiring the last 165 years there had been 16 great 
commercial crises at: intervals of about ten years and concluded 
by stating that the fact of periodicity of commercial crises was 
so strono- that it could not be doubted, and the question of a 
pbysicai"cause was only a matter of speculation. 

SECTION G.-MECHANICAL SCIENCE, 

Mr. G. J. Symons, F.R.S., read a paper On the Rainfall of 
Irelan,!, in which he mentioned as a remarkable fact that the 
Irish hills do not exhaust rain clouds as the English hills do. 
With the exception of a dry central area aroun~ Dublin, the 
rainfall all over Ireland may be taken to be the same. At 
present, instead of the greatest rainfall being in the_ south-west, 
or in Galway, we have the wettest spot of all (with oi:e ex
ception) in the south __ of the county Down, the very tpl_ace 
which theoretically, might be expected to be almost the driest 
part of Ireland. That shows that it is really a question more of 
the elevation of hills than of geographical position. He ex
hibited a map showing the number of rain stations established 
for the observation of the rainfall, He had succeeded since the 
meeting of the Association in Belfast in obtaining the services of 
a large nnmber of gentlemen volunteers throughout Ireland who 
had taken charge of the rain-gauges supplied to them, ·and had 
eno-a<1ed to re.,.ister their observations. There were still large 
di;ricts, how:ver, in which be had not been able to establi_sh 
rain-gauges, and the observations were, therefore, neces_sar:ly 
defective as to· the average rainfall. There was a large d1stnct 
in the neighbourhood of Longford_ without a . single sta.ti~n. 
The same could be said of other stations, where 1t was essential 
that observations should be taken, If he could induce some 
gentlemen having property in these neighbour_hoods to take 
charge of rain-gauges, Irela11cl, instead of havmg to dep~nd 
.upon ten stations, as it dicl not many years ago, would be fairly 
represented both geographically and physically. 

Mr. W. H. Preece, C.E., read a paper 01t Recmi Advances 
in Tele,,.,-aphy, with the effect of showing that improvement in 
telegra~hy was never more active in F;ngland tha1~ it ?as_ been 
since the Government managed the busmess.- Havmg md1cated 
the improveme1"tts effected, the paper concluded:-" The con
trol of Parliament ancl of the press exercises a far more dis
ciplinary and supervising power on the mana&ement of a 
Government department than any half-yearly meetmg of share
holders, or occasional committee of investigation." 

Mr. Wigham read a paper On the Irish Sinn Fog Signal,-;
The Irish siren is adapted either for steam or compressed air, 
and differs from those made in America and in England in being 
driven by a species of small turbine actua~ed by the cun-ent of 
the steam or air by which the instrnment 1s s~mncled, the r~te of 
rotation being controlled. and rendered umforrn by a simple 
governor, a much less complex arrangement than the somewhat 
cnrnbrous mechanism which has heretofore been used, The 
Irish siren is applicable to steamships as well ns to lighthouses. 

UNIVERSITY AND EDUCATIONAL 
INTELLJGENCE 

PROF. HELMHOLTZ is succeeded in the rectorship of the 
Berlin University by Prof. Zeller. 

THE University of Halle is receiving valuable additions in t?e 
form of new edifices for the various departments. The necessity 
of new buildings with modern appliances has long been felt, and 
the want is being met at present by the erection of a library, two 
new clinics, ancl pathological, physiological, anci anatomical 
institutes, · 

SWEDEN possesses at present one of the most thorough systems 
of education in Europe. It is difficult to find a district where 
one per cent. of the population are unable ·to read and write. 
The common schools of the country cost about 220,000/. yearly. 
There are nnmerous institutions for agricultural and technical 
education, and two universities at Lund and Upsala, which com· 

pare fairly with the German universities, in regard to the nrnonnt 
of valuable research carried out in various departments, 

SPAIN has at present ten universities. Those. of Madrid, 
Barcelona, and Granada possess each five faculties-law, 
medicine, pharmacy, the exact sciences, and philosophy and 
literature. In those of Salamanca, Seville, ancl Valen9ia 
pharmacy is absent. Saragossa has law, medicine, and pi:ilo
sophy; Santiago and Valladolid law and medicine; and Oviedo 
law only. The professors number 414, and the students 15,000; 
Madrid alone contains, however, 76 professors and 6,500 
students. Technical education is provided for by schools of 
mines at Madrid and Almaden, the agricultural schools of 
Madrid ancl Cordova, the veterinary institutes of Madrid, 
Cordova, Leon, and Saragossa, the Schoel of Architecture, and 
the school of Civil Engineers at Madrid, as well as polytechnics 
in various cities. Preparatory schools number 63, with 30,000 
students, and elementary schools number 28,000, with an attend
ance of 1,400,000. 
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application of the new atomic theory to the g1:aph1cal re~resen
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Academy of Sciences, August 19,-M. Daubree, president. 
-Meridian observations of the minor planets made at the Paris 
Observatory during the second quarter of 1878 ; communicated 
by M. Mouchez.-Experimental researches on the nervous 
sudoral fibres of the cat, by M. A, Vulpian.-On a new species 
of mineral named thaumasite, by Prof . Nordenskjold.-On the 
alterations caused by the phylloxera in the roots of the vine, by 
M. A. Mil!ardet.-Elements of the planet 148, Gallia, by M. 
Bossert.-Second note on the employment of identities in the 
solution of numerical equations, by ¥, Desboves.-Spectrn· 
metric study of some sources of light, by M . . Crova.-Ambnlant 
electric sparks, by M. G. Plante.-On a telephone able to trans
mit sounds to a distance, by M. Righi.-On a new improvement 
in the peroxide of manganese and sal ammoniac pile, by M. 
Leclanche.-On the dissociation of metallic sulphurs, by MM. 
Ph. de Clermont and J. Frommel.-On the valne of magnesia 
as an antidote to arsenious acid, by the same.-On two beds of 
phosphatic lime in the Vosges, by M. P. Guyot.-Researches on 
the nutrition of insects, by M. L. Joulin.-Researches 011 the 
relations of weight which exist between the bones of a skeleton 
of the goat, by M. S: cl~ Lnc_a.-The new _meteoric _mi;1eral, 
Daubreelite · its constitution; its frequency 111 meteoric irons, 
by Mr. La'wrence Smith.-New molluscs of the Pari,ian 
tertiaries, by M. Stan Meunier. 
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